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15

COMES NOW, Louis Daniel Smith, hereinafter the undersigned, to file the

16 above-captioned motion and declares the following:
17

I.
Motion for Judgement of Acquittal
18 On May 27, 2015, the Jury returned a guilty verdict on Counts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6,

19 acquitting on Count 5. For the reasons stated herein, and to ensure the ends and
20

means of justice, the Court should enter a judgement of acquittal on the remaining
counts.

21
Counts 2-4, Felony Misbranding (Failure to Register)

22

A.

23

Introduction:
Counts 2, 3 and 4 of the indictment charged violations of21 U.S.C. Sec. 33l(a) and

24
25

333(a)(2), introduction, or delivery for introduction into interstate commerce, a drug
was misbranded with the intent to defraud or mislead.
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Although the indictment contemplated two different theories of misbranding in each
1
2

of the above counts (ECF I and 18), the Government proceeded at trial on only one
of these theories (ECF 671; 682 at 17), namely, the article of controversy, "MMS",

3 was allegedly not manufactured in a facility registered with the Secretary of Health
4

pursuant to 21 U.S.C. Sec. 360, and that Smith's alleged introduction thereof, was

5

done with general intent to defraud or mislead.

6

The Ninth Circuit Unequivocally Holds That Felony Misbranding Requires
7 Knowledge of the Misbranding and Proof of Specific Intent:
The Ninth Circuit US Court of Appeals holds that for felony misbranding,
8 specifically, felony failure to register, Congress requires that the failure to register

9

itself be activated by specific and not general intent to defraud or mislead.

1o In United States v. Geborde, 278 F .3d 926, another felony failure to register case, the
11 Ninth Circuit wrote, "It is not enough for felony treatment that Geborde evaded the
watchful eyes of local or federal authorities. [ ... ] for felony failure to register,
12
Congress additionally required that the failure to register be activated by the specific
13
intent to defraud or mislead. There was no evidence of Geborde' s intent in failing to
14 register, assuming he even knew he was required to register." United States v.
15 Geborde, 278 F .3d 926 (9th Cir. 2002).

16

Assuming the same here, that: a) even if Smith knew that the company

17 manufacturing the MMS in counts 2-4, American Nutraceuticals Inc. (ANI), had
failed to register with the Secretary of Health (a knowledge for which no such
18
evidence was admitted by the Government), and/orb) even if Smith knew that
19
companies like ANI were required to be registered, then c) the Government still
20
failed to prove their case against Smith for felony misbranding because they
21

introduced no evidence that Smith held a specific intent to defraud or mislead (the

22

necessary activator in Geborde) when he failed to oversee ANI' s negligent

23

registration; whether or not he knew about it. In fact, the Government introduced no

24

evidence to whether ANI: a) had knowledge of such a requirement to register, orb) a
specific intent to belie in their failure to do so. No evidence was introduced by the

25

Government to fulfill their burden of proof to indicate knowledge of misbranding via
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ANI's failure to register, and necessarily activated by a specific intent to defraud or
1

mislead.

2

Under Geborde, specific intent requires knowledge of misbranding. It is

3

axiomatic that deliberate failure to register with the intent to defraud or mislead

4 requires knowledge of said failure; that is, a guilty mind.
5 The Ninth Circuit held the same in another felony misbranding case, i.e., United
6

States v. Watkins, 278 F.3d 961 (9th Cir. 2002), when it wrote, "felony liability for
misbranding requires an additional mens rea element that is absent from the broader

7

8
9

reaching misdemeanor provision." Id. at 964. That is to say, the act of felony
misbranding-in

this case felony failure to register-is

not culpable unless the mind

is guilty, having the knowledge and specific intent to defraud or mislead in failing to

10 register.
11
12

The Tenth Circuit put it even more succinctly in United States v. Mitcheltree,
940F.2d 1329, 1351 (lOthCir.1991)

... "Weareunwillingtoblurthedistinction

between the misdemeanor and felony provisions of Sec. 333(a). The felony provision
13
14

requires knowledge of the misbranding and proof of the specific intent to mislead or
defraud connected to the misbranding violation." [Underlining added.]

15 A general intent to defraud or mislead that is not even connected to the misbranding
16 alleged and an of any evidence of any knowledge of the failure to register will not do.
17 These are not even elements alleged in the indictment, as raised in ECF 298 & 331
18
19

( subsequently, never addressed by the Court as requested, pretrial).
The Government introduced no evidence that Smith acted with specific intent
to defraud or mislead in a manner connected to the alleged failure to register. In the

20
21

absence of any such proof at trial, Smith's felony conviction on Counts 2, 3 and 4,
cannot stand. The Court should enter a judgement of acquittal.

22
23

Materiality is an Essential Element of Felony Misbranding:
In Watkins, supra, the Ninth Circuit held that "materiality" is an essential

24

element to felony misbranding that must be proven at trial. In Watkins, the Ninth

25

Circuit disagreed with the Government's similarly "overbroad reading" of the "intent

3
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to defraud or mislead" clause and went on to say, "The addition of the word 'intent'
underscores the relationship between the actor and the other party. Any intent to

2

mislead presumes an expectation or purpose that another will, in fact, be misled." Id.

3

at 967. Thus, the Court said, "When intent is irrelevant to the imposition of

4

liability-a

requirement of materiality further limits liability to those circumstances

5 where the consequences are significant." Id. at 968.

6
7

The Government failed to introduce any evidence that Smith had any
expectation that anyone would, in fact, be defrauded or misled by the omission or
failure to register, thus, failing to prove "materiality".

8

Without proof knowledge and specific intent to mislead or defraud connected

9 to the failure to register charge in Counts 2-4, and with no proof of materiality,
10 Smith's conviction of Counts 2, 3 and 4 cannot be sustained. The Court should enter

11 a judgement of acquittal on Counts 2-4.
12
13
14

B.
Count 6--"Smuggling"
In 18 U.S.C. Sec. 545, Congress has provided multiple ways to charge for a
violation of the statute. See, i.e., Model Jury Instructions for the Ninth Circuit. The
first of these, Clause 1, "Passing false papers through the custom house" provides as

15

follows: "Whoever knowingly and willfully, with intent to defraud the United States,

16 smuggles, or clandestinely introduces or attempts to smuggle or clandestinely
17

introduce into the United States any merchandise which should have been invoiced,

18 or makes out or passes, or attempts to pass, through the customhouse any false,
19

20

forged, or fraudulent invoice, or other document or paper;"
The second of these, Clause 2, provides as follows: "Whoever fraudulently or
knowingly imports or brings into the United States, any merchandise contrary to law,

21

or receives, conceals, buys, sells, or in any manner facilitates the transportation,

22 concealment, or sale of such merchandise after importation, knowing the same to
23
24
25

have been imported or brought into the United States contrary to law-"
An example of the former (Clause 1), would be when a defendant falsifies one
or more documents upon importation, for example, purposely misidentifying the
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merchandise being imported, or mis-declaring its value. An example of the latter
1

2

(Clause 2), would be where a defendant fraudulently (i.e., intending to defraud, e.g.,
cheat, trick, or deceive) or even just knowingly imports or brings into the United

3

States, merchandise that unto itself is contrary to law-such

4

article or substance. See, e.g., United States v. Lawson, 618 F. Supp. 2d 1251, 1255-

5

56 (E.D., Wash. 2009).

6
7

as a controlled or illegal

Count 6 of the indictment charges a violation of Clause 2 of 18 U.S.C. Sec.
545, specifically, alleging that on or about May 18, 2011, Smith fraudulently or
knowingly imported Sodium Chlorite, stating that the Sodium Chlorite was a "bulk-

8
9

drug ingredient" that was "misbranded" and introduced into interstate commerce
contrary to 21 U.S.C. Sec. 33 l(a), in that the "labeling" (i.e., the import documents)

10 ostensibly at the time of import, were false and misleading (21 U.S.C. Sec. 352(a)) in
11 some undisclosed fashion (i.e., undisclosed in the indictment as to how it was false or
12
13

misleading, as raised pretrial and never addressed by the Court), and/or bore
inadequate directions for use (21 U.S.C. Sec 352 (f)(l))-(again,

undisclosed in the

indictment, raised pretrial in ECF 298 and 331, and never addressed by the Court).
14

Notwithstanding, the contorted charging method used to trigger the "contrary

15 to law" element of Clause 2 of 18 U.S.C. Sec. 545 (i.e., 21 U.S.C. Sec. 33 l(a) to 21
16 U.S.C. Sec. 352), rather than simply charge Clause 1 (false papers), and
17 notwithstanding Smith could not tell from the indictment what he must actually
18 defend against at trial, the Government failed to introduce evidence to prove each and
every element of Count 6. It failed to prove that Smith imported Sodium Chlorite,
19
that Sodium Chlorite was imported fraudulently, and that Sodium Chlorite was even
20
contrary to law at the time of importation.
21
Smith was
The Government Did Not Prove That Smith was the Importer-and
22
NOT, in Fact, the Importer:
23
The Government alleged that Smith imported Sodium Chlorite on or about
24

May 18, 2011. To that end, the Government called two particular witnesses, Kathleen
Raymond, an employee of Livingston International, a brokerage firm, and Dulce

25

Marroqui, an employee of Bank of America. (ECF 685).
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Ms. Marroqui testified regarding two bank transfers made by codefendant, Karis
DeLong, in 2010. (Gov.'s Exhs. 168 and 169). Neither of these wire transfers were

2
3
4
5
6

7

made by Smith, nor were they made at any time "on or about May 18, 2011", as
charged in the indictment.
Ms. Raymond testified to four exhibits (Gov.'s Exhs. 105 - 108).
Government's Exhibits 105 and 106 were copies of Livingston's entry documents
dated 2010 and are irrelevant as they relate to 2010, rather than 2011. Government's
Exhibit 107 is a copy of a Livingston document dated February, 2011 and is, thus,
also irrelevant. The only relevant exhibit is Government's Exhibit 108, which is

8
9

dated May of 2011, the time of the alleged offense in Count 6. Nowhere in these
Livingston entry documents of Government's Exhibit 108 is Smith declared as the

10 "importer", nor does any witness, including Ms. Raymond, state that Smith was the
11 importer. Moreover, several of the documents clearly exhibit that either Stanley
12 Challenge Custom Chemicals or Livingston International was the "importer" or
"importer of record", including the Government's own official Department of
13
Homeland Security document, Livingston's own invoice, Canadian Freightway's
14

Click Express shipping invoice, and the Stanley Challenge original invoice that

15 clearly declares Stanley Challenge as "both the importer and exporter". The official
16 documents list Livingston International as the importer of record.
17

Moreover, Ms. Raymond testified that all Livingston documents were

18 generated from the original shipper's invoice and not by Smith-the original shipper
being Stanley Challenge. The original Stanley Challenge invoice correlating to the
19
May 2011 entry (Gov.'s Exh. 108) shows "PGL International" on the left under
20
"Sold To", "Belair Composites" on the right under "Ship To", and in the body,
21
"Stanley Challenge is both the importer and exporter." Livingston's document in
22

Government's Exhibit 108, exhibits Livingston as the "importer of record". Again,

23

the Government introduce no evidence that Smith was the legally responsible

24

importer in 2011, and no witness testified to such a fact. Neither did the Government

25
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call Stanley Nowak of Stanly Challenge to testify, nor produce a 2011 purchase order
1
with Smith's name on it.
2

Moreover, Joe Lachnit testified that in 2009 or 2010, prior to his leaving PGL

3

in August of 2010, PGL had paid Stanley Challenge to handle all imports from

4

Canada-including

all import documents-because

PGL's staff, including Smith,

5 knew nothing about importation requirements.
6
7

During deliberation, the Jury inquired of the "legal definition" of"importer
and exporter, and the verb imported." (ECF 690). To this, the Judge answered: "The
word import is to be taken in its ordinary sense. It consists of bringing in an article

8
9

into a country from the outside. An importer is one who brings an article into a
country from the outside, or causes an article to be brought into a country from the

10 outside." (ECF 690).
11

The Judge did not address the Jury's question regarding "exporter" or "the

12 verb exported." Even under the Judge's definition, the Government failed to
introduce evidence that Smith brought Sodium Chlorite or caused Sodium Chlorite to
13
be brought into the United States on or about May 18, 2011. All evidence indicates
14

that Stanley Challenge and/or Livingston International were the real and legal

15 importers, and no witness testified to the contrary. Also, the Government introduced
16 no evidence of an actual order for Sodium Chlorite, such as a purchase order, or
17 order confirmation, placed by Smith at that time, on or about May 18, 2011.
18
19

The above being true, how, then, is it that the Jury returned a guilty verdict as
to Count 6? The answer lies reasonably in the undue influence of impermissible
statements made by the prosecution in its rebuttal closing argument; to which defense

20
21

counsel failed to object. In rebuttal, AUSA Parisi told the Jury that Smith filled out
the shipping documents and implied that he did so fraudulently. However, there was

22

no evidence introduced that Smith filled out, let alone ever saw, a single shipping

23

document for any shipment of Sodium Chlorite, ever! In fact, Lachnit testified that

24

Stanley Challenge prepared all shipping documents, and Ms. Raymond testified that

25

Livingston generated its paperwork from the original shipper's documents. No one
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testified that Smith was responsible for any shipping documents, or the manner in
which they were filled out, ever. The prosecution's closing argument was a foul

2

blow-impermissible,

highly prejudicial, and material to the Jury's final verdict-

3 for, indeed, the Government introduced no evidence that Smith was the importer or
4 was responsible for (or had prior knowledge of) any import documents; and, thus,
5 failed to prove the first element of Count 6-that
6
7

Smith imported Sodium Chlorite

"on or about May 18, 2011 ". For this reason, the Court should enter a judgement of
acquittal on Count 6.

8 The Government did not Prove That Sodium Chlorite was Contrary to Law at
the Time of Import-Nor did it Prove That Sodium Chlorite Was, in Fact,
9 "Merchandise Contrary to Law":
Sodium Chlorite solution is not a controlled substance. It is not illegal to buy,
10
sell, import, export, or possess. The Government admitted no evidence to the
11
contrary. It introduced no evidence of any "import alerts" for Sodium Chlorite. It
12 stands that at the time of the alleged import, "on or about May 18, 2011 ", (ECF 1 at
13
14

19), Sodium Chlorite was not contrary to law.
The Government relies, instead, upon a theory that the Sodium Chlorite was a

15 "bulk drug ingredient" that was "misbranded" at the time of import because its
"labeling" was allegedly false and misleading. (ECF 682 at 23; Jury Instruction 18).
16
However, the Government failed to introduce any evidence that any MMS, or
17
Sodium Chlorite, was even introduced into interstate commerce with the intent that it
18
be used as a drug between May and June of 2011. This is self-evident in that the only
19 charge for which the Jury acquitted was count 5. Count 5 was for one of 70+ parcels
20

seized from the US Post Office in June of 2011 and represents the only evidence that

21

the Government admitted at trial of MMS being introduced into interstate commerce

22

after the May of 2011 import . The Jury did not find any of the 13 bottles of MMS in
Count 5 to have been sold with the intent that they be used as a drug, and thus

23
24

25

acquitted on Count 5. In order for the "contrary to law" clause of 18 U.S.C. Sec. 545
by "misbranding" to attach in Count 6, the Government must have proved that the
Sodium Chlorite allegedly imported on or about May 18, 2011, was in fact sold as a

1
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drug or drug component, thereafter. Instead, however, the Jury found unanimously
that the Government's only evidence of MMS introduced into interstate commerce

2

after the May 2011 import, was not in fact a misbranded drug! Resultantly, the

3 Government did not prove that the Sodium Chlorite allegedly imported "on or about
4 May 18, 2011, to at least June 30, 2011" (ECF 1 at 19) was, in fact, "merchandise
5 contrary to law"-an
6

essential element of Count 6. For this reason, the Court should

enter a judgment of acquittal on Count 6.

7 The Government Did Not Prove "Fraudulent lmportation"-And There Was
No Fraud in the Import Alleged in Count 6:
8
The Government proceeded at trial on a theory of "fraudulently importing", as

9 opposed to merely "knowingly importing", and, thus, raised the bar on what is was
1o required to prove. As with the "intent to defraud or mislead" clause, discussed
11 previously in Counts 2-4, "fraud" requires not only "knowledge", but also, intent to
defraud some party in a material way.
12
Even if the Government had proved that Smith was the importer in Count 6;
13
Even if the Government had proved that Sodium Chlorite was "merchandise contrary
14 to law" at the time of import; And, even if the Government proved that Sodium
15 Chlorite was a "drug", or "drug component" on or after May of 2011-contrary

to

16 the Jury's unanimous acquittal on Count 5 (the only evidence ofMMS in interstate
17 commerce in, or after, May of 2011 ), the Government wholly failed to prove that the
importation in Count 6 was itself fraudulent in any manner, whatsoever.
18
First, an intent to defraud requires knowledge See, Geborde, Watkins, and
19
Mitcheltree, supra. Fraud is generally defined as an intentional misrepresentation of
20 material existing fact made by one person to another with knowledge of its falsity
21

and for the purpose of inducing the other person to act, and upon which the other

22

person relies with resulting injury or damage. The Government introduced no

23

evidence that Smith "knew" that any labeling, or documents that accompanied the

24

May 2011 shipment, were false or misleading in any way. The Government
introduced no evidence that Smith had any hand in their creation or that he was

25

provided a copy of any portion, thereof, prior to or after their shipment, or otherwise
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ever made aware of their contents. More importantly, the Government introduced no
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

evidence that Smith intended to defraud any party, neither with the labeling of the
Sodium Chlorite shipment, nor with any of its accompanying documents. (Gov.'s
Exh. 108).
The Government introduced no evidence that Smith attempted to, or even
intended to, deceive for unlawful gain, or to cheat, or trick, neither Stanley
Challenge, the broker-Livingston

International, the Government, the public, nor any

other party, through alleged false and misleading labeling or documents at the time of
import in May of 2011. It is the importation that must be fraudulent. There must have

8
9

been proof of specific intent to defraud. No government witness, and no exhibit
produced by the Government gave rise to even an inkling of specific intent on the

10 part of Smith to fraudulently impmi in May of 2011 .
11

12
13

Furthermore, the Court will recall that Ms. Raymond testified that the broker,
Livingston International, generated its documents (Gov.'s Exh. 108) from the
shipper's invoice, i.e., Stanley Challenge invoice. Neither Ms. Raymond, nor anyone
from Livingston International, testified to ever speaking with Smith or anyone at all

14

from PGL. The shipper's invoice (Stanley Challenge invoice) from the

15 Government's Exhibit 108 exhibits nothing false or misleading. Government's
16 Exhibit 108 has no accompanying MSDS. The Sodium Chlorite was "sold to" PGL

17 and shipped to Belair Composites as properly indicated on the Stanley Challenge
18 mvo1ce.
Moreover, the only appearance of the words "PGL Waste Water" (which the
19
Government claims was a fictitious company for the May 2011 import) exists solely
20
on Livingston's own invoice, a clear error on Livingston's part, as nowhere did the
21 Stanley Challenge invoice list "PGL Waste Water". (Gov.'s Exh. 108). The same can
22

be said of the previous shipment in February 2011 (Gov.'s Exh. 107). Here, again,

23

Livingston clearly erred in its invoicing as "PGL Waste Water" appeared nowhere on

24

the original shipper's invoice, and there is no evidence that Livingston received any

25

instruction from Stanley Challenge or Smith to use the words "PGL Waste Water" on
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their May 2011 invoice. Where there is nothing false or misleading about the original
1
shipper's invoice, there can be no fraud!

2

Moreover, Count 6 must be read in light ofNeder v. United States 527 U.S. 1

3 (1999), where the High Court concluded, that "common law could not have
4

conceived of 'fraud' without proof of materiality," Id. at 22, and "we must presume

5

that Congress intended to incorporate materiality 'unless the [fraud] statute otherwise

6

dictates'." Id. at 23. The Government proved no materiality.
In the final assessment, the Government introduced: no evidence of actual

7

fraudulent importation in all of201 l; no evidence of Smith's knowledge of any false

8

or misleading aspect as to any labeling or import documents between May and June

9

of 2011; no evidence of any intent by Smith to fraudulently import; no evidence that

10

Smith expected any party to be defrauded; and no evidence of materiality. Again, the

11

Government wholesale failed to prove fraudulent importation between May and June

12

of 2011. It is a wonder that the Jury returned a verdict of guilty, at all.
But wait! It is no wonder because the Government, likely knowing it had

13

failed to prove each and every element of Count 6, bolstered its closing rebuttal with

14

impermissible argument. That is, AUSA Parisi told the Jury that Smith had filled out

15 those shipping documents himself and with an intent to deceive. Defense counsel
16

failed to object to this false, highly prejudicial statement that was unquestionably

17

material to the Jury's verdict of guilty on Count 6 in the face of an overwhelming

18

absence of any evidence of anything actually false or misleading-i.e.,

19

fraudulent

statements on relevant labeling/documents (Gov.'s Exh. 108), or proof of any
knowledge or intent, to defraud any party in any material way. A conviction for

20
21

alleged "fraudulent importation" under these circumstances simply cannot stand. For
this reason also, the Court should enter a Judgment of Acquittal on Count 6.

22
C.

Count I-Conspiracy

23

24

Introduction:

25

It
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Count 1 of the indictment charges a conspiracy to commit both the substantive

1

offenses charged in Counts 2-6 and a conspiracy to defraud the United States all in
2

violation of 18 U.S.C. Sec. 371 (ECF 1).

3

The Government Dld Not Prove an Unlawful Agreement Between Two or More

4

Persons to Willfully Fail to Register, Let Alone to Willfully Fail to Register With

5 Intent to Defraud or Mislead:
As explained above, the Government proceeded at trial under a theory of

6
7

felony failure to register with intent to defraud or mislead. However, as also
explained above, the Government introduced no evidence of Smith's knowledge of

8

the "misbranding" or proof of specific intent to defraud or mislead connected to a

9 failure to register. Moreover, the Government failed to prove materiality-all

of

10 these, essential elements of felony misbranding. Without felony misbranding, there

11 can be no conspiracy to misbrand with intent to defraud or mislead. Simply put, the
12
13

Government introduced no evidence that two or more persons conspired to willfully
fail to register, let alone to do so with the intent to defraud or mislead any known
party.

14

15 The Government Did Not Prove an Unlawful Agreement Between Two or More
Persons to Willfully and Fraudulently Import Sodium Chlorite Contrary to
16 Law:
Similarly, the Government failed to prove all 3 elements of Count 617
smuggling, as discussed above. The Government failed to prove fraudulent
18
importation "from on or about May 18, 2011 to, on or about, June 30, 2011" (ECF 1
19 at 19). The Government failed to prove knowledge of any fraud, or intent to defraud.
20

It failed to prove any materiality. Moreover, it failed to prove that between May and

2 1 June of 2011, any Sodium Chlorite was shipped in interstate commerce with the
"intent" it be used as a "drug" (as exhibited by the Jury's unanimous acquittal of
22
Count 5, the only count relevant to the time period covered in Count 6) . The
23
Government failed to prove that Sodium Chlorite was, in fact, contrary to law at the
24
time of import. So, also, the Government failed to prove that two or more persons
25

/~
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conspired to willfully and fraudulently import merchandise contrary to law on or
1

about May 18, 2011.

2
The Government Did Not Prove That Two or More Persons Made an Unlawful
Agreement to Willfully Defraud, Deceive, Cheat, or Obstruct the United States:
4
The Government's "conspiracy theory" is precisely still that, an unproven
3

5
6

theory. The indictment alleges that Smith and codefendants conspired, that is, made
an unlawful agreement to obtain chemicals "without revealing to regulators" their
true purpose. At trial, the Government introduced what it claimed to be evidence of

7

the creation of fictitious websites and/or companies in response to non-government

8 suppliers, but not the Government. However, even if the Government's theory of
9 fictitious websites and/or companies was accurate, this does not a "conspiracy to
1O defraud the United States" make. In United States v. Licciardi, 30 F.3d 1127, 1132-

11 33 (9th Cir. 1994), the Court held that even if a defendant may have impaired a
government agency's functions as part of a scheme to defraud another (non12
government) party, where the government offered no facts that they intended to
13
defraud the United States, thereby, a conspiracy to violate an agency regulatory14 scheme could not lie on such facts.
15

The Government's case-in-chief is conspicuously absent of any evidence that

16 Smith, or any alleged co-conspirators, specifically intended to cheat or deceive, by
17 trickery or dishonest means, the United States. The same issue was raised pretrial,
that is, the Government recited no facts in its indictment that bore squarely upon a
18
specific intent to defraud, or deceive by dishonest means, the United States. (ECF
19
298 and 311). This argument was never addressed, however, by the Court.
20
Nonetheless, even if Smith and some other person made an agreement to create an
21

alleged fictitious website, or a new company for the sole purpose of obtaining

22

Sodium Chlorite from a supplier who would not otherwise sell it to them, this does

23 not constitute a conspiracy to defraud the United States; and, the Government
24

introduced no evidence that Smith, or any other party, intended to defraud the
government, thereby.

25

J)
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A Conspiracy to Defraud the United States Must be Read in the Light of

1

Neder, in that a Conspiracy to Defraud Necessarily Requires Proof of Materiality:
2

Again, the Government failed to prove that Smith and some co-conspirator (we

3 cannot know who, since the Jury did not specify) intended that the Government
4 would be misled by any act to allegedly mislead a supplier (materiality). As such, the
5 Court should enter a judgement of acquittal as to Count 1.

6 D.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the Government stole this conviction from the hands of justice.

7

It so effectively confused the Jury regarding its own burden of proof, that in the

8

absence of a defense, the Jury found guilt where not every element of every count

9 was proven beyond reasonable doubt. The Court should find that the Government
10 failed to prove its entire case and enter a judgement of acquittal on all remaining
11 Counts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.
12

II. Motion for New Trial

13 A.

Ineffective Assistance of Counsel

14

The Federal Defender Had a Previously Established Known Conflict That
15 Prejudiced Defendant Which the FDO Waived Without Consent of Their
Clients at the Pleasure of the Court:
16
From the very beginning of this case, the Federal Defenders' Office ("FDO")

17 knew of a conflict that could precluded it from representing any defendant in this
18

case-including

Smith. See, i.e., ECF 16, Order appointing Federal Defenders as to

Tammy Olson; ECF 34, reappointment of CJA; ECF 70, Minute Order noting
19

20

conflict with Federal Defenders as to codefendant Karis DeLong; ECF 71, Minute
Order noting conflict with Federal Defenders as to defendant Smith (i.e., "based on

21

the ... conflict with the Federal Defenders, CJA was appointed to represent the

22

defendant in this matter."). The conflict arose out of the FDO's representation of a

23

former employee of Smith, Linda Bridgeman, and beginning with grand jury

24
25

proceedings pertaining to the same matter. However, the FDO's position as to the
conflict would suddenly and mysteriously change on February 24, 2015, after
receiving an ex parte "telegraph" from the Court-apparently

from "Judge Peterson"
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as explained by then newly-appointed standby counsel, Matt Campbell, on or about
March 3, 2015. When Smith asked Campbell how he came to be in the courtroom on

2
3

4

February 24, 2015, prior to his appointment, Campbell stated the following:
"Um ... Judge Peterson kind of telegraphed the fact that they ... weren't thrilled
with Terry Ryan's declaration ... " Campbell went on to say, inter alia, "Judge

5 Peterson wanted us on it [your case] ... I'm not going to lie to you. Judge Peterson
6
7

wants me to handle your case. No question about it ... That's what she wants, and
that's part of what she's doing ... She's basically banking on the fact that if we can't
do it, nobody can ... That's kind of the way she's thinking ... What I will tell you is

8

we were asked to attend that hearing, so, it's nothing that happened after that

9 hearing ... they had asked us to attend ... if you remember when she [Judge Peterson]
10 excused us she actually said something to me, in particular ... I think her wanting us
11 involved is a great compliment ... I have no doubt that she is frustrated with you ...
12 This case is seen by Judge Peterson as a little bit of a problem child ... for better or
for worse, I'm kind of the problem child lawyer in the office ... This case has, sort of,
13
a checkered past ... Those kind of tend to land on my desk ... I tend to get cases that
14
don't fit into a mold ... I think that's probably why it landed on my desk ... because it
15 was seen as somewhat of a problem child."
16

When asked by Smith if Campbell had spoken with the prosecution as standby

17 counsel, Campbell admitted ex parte communications, both in email and by phone,
18 that Smith would later learn was part of a plan to determine for the Court, and
without consulting Smith, whether or not the Government believed Linda Bridgeman
19
was a material witness, in order to override the previously established conflict. (e.g.,
20
ECF 70-71) During the initial meeting, Campbell brought up the issue of conflict,
21
stating, "Early on in this case, another lawyer in my office had been appointed to
22

represent a witness who apparently had testified before the Grand Jury ... Um-Linda

23

Bridgeman." Rather than asking Smith about Ms. Bridgeman, Campbell stated, "My

24

understanding is she is not a witness, and she won't be a witness." To this Smith

25

replied, "She may be a witness for us." To this, Campbell replied, "Well, that is
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entirely possible." When asked when the FOO learned of the conflict, Campbell
1

answered, "Uh ... just last week ... Uh ... the Court is aware of it. The Court doesn't

2

have a problem with it either." That is to say, even though Smith and Ms. Bridgeman,

3

as it would turn out, did have a problem with the conflict, the Government, the Court,

4

and the Federal Defenders all agreed to waive Smith's and Ms. Bridgeman's rights to

5

conflict-free counsel, already established in the case. (ECF 70-71 ). This, apparently,

6

7

all because "Judge Peterson" wasn't "thrilled with Terry Ryan's declaration" and,
instead, wanted Campbell and the Federal Defenders to "handle" Smith's case.
What neither the FDO nor the Court knew, is that Ms. Bridgeman was the

8
9

mother-in-law of Joe Lachnit (Smith's former partner). Lachnit was a key
government witness who testified before the Grand Jury under limited immunity. Ms.

10 Bridgeman was a material witness for the defense, but Smith was reticent to share the
11 details with Campbell since he was admitting ex pmie discussions with both the
12 Court and the prosecution-prior to full representation-aimed at excluding Ms.
Bridgeman as a witness to avoid any appearance of conflict so the FDO could take
13
the case at the pleasure of the Court.
14
Smith immediately raised the issue of conflict with the Court. (ECF 538 at 5).
15 Smith asked the Court to reconsider its relieving of CJA counsel of2-years, Terry

16 Ryan, and sudden appointment of the FDO. (ECF No 538). The Court denied the

17 motion without addressing the matter of conflict (ECF 542 at 4; 541 ). The Court
18 appears to have reasoned that in the absence of a constitutional right to standby
counsel, or the counsel of one's own choice, Smith also did not have a right to
19
conflict-free counsel, even in contemplation of that counsel being adequately
20
prepared for trial. (ECF 541 ).
21
On April 15, 2015, Smith wrote Campbell and carbon copied the executive
22

director of the FDO, Andrea George, requesting the FDO's withdrawal from the case

23

for reasons of conflict. A true and correct copy of that response is included herein in

24

its entirety and attached hereto as EXHIBIT C to Attachment 1. ("Third Request for

25

Effective Assistance of Counsel"). In that email, Smith again Identified Linda

/'7
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Bridgeman as "a very potential material witness for the defense." Smith also
described his misgivings of how the FDO came to be appointed in spite of the
conflict and his concern that the Judge had denied his multiple requests for urgent

3 medical treatment that could force him to have to give up his pro se, leaving Smith
4

with conflicted counsel with whom he could not have candid dialogue, given the

5

circumstances. Id. Not surprisingly, Campbell refused to move the Court for his

6

7

withdrawal. The Court had effectively replaced conflict-free, trusted, standby
counsel, Terry Ryan, with standby counsel that was apparently willing to waive
Smith's right to conflict-free counsel without consulting either client, at the mere

8
9
10

word of Smith's adversary, i.e., that Ms. Bridgeman "will not be a witness", and all
at the pleasure of the Court.
On April 20, 2015, Campbell requested a status hearing (ECF 598). At the

11 hearing, Campbell explained that due to various circumstances-including:
12
13

voluminous discovery, number of witnesses, case complexity, and limited client
access-that

he did not think he could be ready for trial, and hinted that the issue of

conflict could be an aggravating circumstance. (ECF 616 at 5). The Court, then,

14

asked Smith ifhe planned to remain prose; to which Smith replied, "Under the

15 present circumstances, yes ... There are issues of conflict." (ECF 616 at 6). Smith
16 stated that he did not waive conflict, and that he did not believe that Ms. Bridgeman
17 waived conflict either. Id. Smith expressed his concerns as to how Campbell came to
18 be on the case and things that were discussed by Campbell in the first meeting. (ECF
616 at 7). Smith summarized that the conflict was indeed an issue and that under such
19
circumstances, i.e., the circumstances of conflict, Smith was compelled to remain pro
20
se. (ECF 616 at 8). The Court disregarded, again, the issue of conflict and how it
21 was standing in the way of Smith working with Campbell as potentially full
22

representation. (ECF 616). The Court stated, "Obviously, the Federal Defenders

23

concluded-and

24

at this point in the litigation." (ECF 616 at 9). However, the FDO based its decision

25

I do not get involved in that-that

there wasn't a conflict of interest

not on consulting with Smith or Ms. Bridgeman, but after consulting ex parte with

17
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as Campbell put it, "is aware of it [the

conflict]" ... and, "doesn't have a problem with it."
2

On April 24, 2015, Campbell filed a Supplemental Status Report admitting

3 that he'd contacted government counsel regarding Ms. Bridgeman. (ECF 604 at 2).
4

Campbell further stated that Smith did not tell him that he intended to call Ms.

5 Bridgeman as a witness. (ECF 604 at 3). The recording of the first meeting with
6
7

Campbell reveals, however, Smith clearly stating, "She may be a witness for the
defense," to which Campbell replied, "That is entirely possible." Campbell's Status
Report was patently false in that it stated that the witness list provided first notice

8

that either party might call Linda Bridgeman as a witness. (ECF 604 at 5). Campbell

9 was given notice at the first meeting, and again on April 15, 2015, in Smith's email
10 to Campbell and the FDO's Executive Director, Andrea George. See, EXHIBIT C to
11 Attachment 1.

12
13

Dissatisfied with Campbell's Status Repmi, Smith wrote to Campbell and ask
him to correct the record. On May 4, 2015, Campbell filed a "Second Supplemental
Status Report". (ECF 612). In the report, Campbell wrote, "Smith states that at the

14

initial meeting between counsel and Smith ... Smith represented to counsel that Linda

15 Bridgeman might be a witness for Smith and counsel replied 'that is entirely
16 possible'. Counsel explained to Smith that counsel has no recollection of such a
17 conversation at the initial meeting. Counsel has no recollection of such a
18 conversation at the initial meeting." (ECF 612 at 2). It would appear that Counsel's
memory is selective.
19
On May 7, 2015, Smith filed a "Request for Effective Assistance of Counsel"
20
based upon medical reasons, once again, noting the conflict that caused Smith to
21
remain prose in spite of his medical diagnosis. (ECF 622). The Court immediately
22

appointed Campbell as full representation. (ECF 626). Campbell filed for a

23

continuance (ECF 627) that was denied. Campbell, then, immediately filed a

24

subsequent Motion to Withdraw (ECF 634) that was also denied.

25

;t
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Campbell's Motion to withdraw stated, "It is unmistakably in Smith's best
1

2

interest, based upon the Court's order, for counsel to advocate that counsel has
provided, is providing, and will continue to provide ineffective assistance of

3 counsel." (ECF 634 at 4 ).
4
5
6
7

On May 13, 2015, Smith filed a "Second Request for Effective Assistance of
Counsel" based upon the newly discovered fact that all discovery had not been
provided to Campbell as previously ordered by the Court. (ECF 651 ). Specifically,
as of five days before trial, Campbell had not once been provided access to the online
searchable discovery comprised of 974,679 documents-including

8
9

over 460,000

emails and corresponding metadata available in no other format. (ECF 651; 656). The
Court, sua sponte, docketed Smith's request, "ex parte", and called an ex parte

10 hearing. (ECF 656). At the hearing, Campbell confirmed Smith's statements as
11 being '100% accurate' and reiterated, once again, that he would not be prepared for
12
13

trial. (ECF 656). The Court attenuated the record and disregarded Smith's second
request for effective assistance of counsel.
On or about May 14, 2015, Smith disclosed to Campbell that he had been in

14

contact with Ms. Bridgeman and that she, in fact, did not waive a right to conflict-

15 free counsel. See, EXHIBIT D to Attachment 1.
16

On May 15, 2015, Campbell filed a "Motion to Resolve Conflict". (ECF 660).

17 In his motion, Campbell stated that he had sought to interview Linda Bridgeman, and
18 that Amy Reuben, Linda Bridgeman's counsel in the same office, stated that Ms.
Bridgeman did not waive her right to conflict-free representation and objected to
19
being interviewed (or even questioned) by an attorney of the same firm representing
20
another party in the same matter. (ECF 660).
21
The Court "resolved" the conflict by finding, erroneously, that there was no
22

conflict-stating

23

Bridgeman to testify at trial. (ECF 669 at 2). And, prompted by the words of

24

Campbell (who has repeatedly admitted a lack of adequate knowledge of the facts of

25

that Smith's adversary, the prosecution, did not intend to call Ms.

the case to even present a defense), the Court erroneously stated that Ms. Bridgeman

/;
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was merely a part-time employee of Smith who would testify solely about 'how
1

MMS was distributed by the company'. (ECF 669). In effect, the Court arbitrarily
2

proclaimed "no conflict", where it had previously stated "I don't get involved in that"

3 (ECF 616 at 9), based upon the Government's assertions and Campbell's lack of
4 knowledge of the facts of the case.
5
6

7

Because this is a motion for a new trial, it should not be incumbent upon Smith
to expose potential future trial strategy in order to prove the conflict of interest that
was once obvious to all parties from Day 1 of this case, but which the FDO felt
obliged to waive when this Court sought to replace CJA counsel with the Federal

8

Defenders on February 24, 2015. That conflict came home to roost on May 15, 2015,

9 three days before trial, denying Smith's counsel the ability to properly investigate,
10 and ultimately, call a defense key-witness that the Government didn't want anywhere
11 near the witness stand.

12
13

On May 18, 2015, the day of trial and before the Jury was empaneled, Smith
filed a "Third Request for Effective Assistance of Counsel" (Attachment I). Smith's
Third Request is attached here, because unlike Smith's First and Second Requests for

14

Effective Assistance of Counsel, the Court sought to keep this request from the

15 docket, presumably, to also keep it from the record. Campbell promised to refile the
16 Third Request on Smith's behalf no less than three times-a

promise that Campbell

17 never kept.
18
19

In his "Third Request for Effective Assistance of Counsel" , Smith reiterates
that Campbell admits to not being ready for trial, that no exhibits had been proposed,
no witnesses interviewed, and that all discovery had not yet been reviewed.

20
21

(Attachment 1). Smith provided evidence in his filing that his court-funded expert,
Dr. Lori Keeling, had yet to be contacted by defense counsel (EXHIBIT A to

22

Attachment 1); that the Court had misrepresented facts about Smith's relationship

23

with Campbell in the record (EXHIBIT D to Attachment 1); that Smith had

24

informed Campbell that Linda Bridgeman was a material witness from the very

25

beginning (EXHIBIT C to Attachment 1); and that Ms. Bridgeman, herself, had

2o
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written Smith to state for the record that she did not waive her right to conflict-free
counsel (EXHIBIT B to Attachment 1). The Court withheld this filing from the

2

docket, inconsistent with other filings, and replied ex parte at ECF 676. Smith did

3 not file any of multiple requests for effective assistance of counsel "ex parte". The
4
5
6
7

Court simply docketed them that way, contrary to Smith's desire.
The Court's minimization of the clear and convincing conflict-preestablished multiple times on the record-and

eventually proven by the FDO-is

part

and parcel of an ultimate denial of Smith's right to conflict-free and effective
assistance of counsel with the ability to conduct proper investigation, preparation,

8

and presentation of an actual defense-complete

with his right to call material

9 witnesses in his own defense. The Court should, therefore, grant this motion for a
10 new trial for lack of effective assistance of conflict-free counsel.
11

Counsel Neglected to Timely Obtain and Review All Relevant Discovery:
12
As discussed in the prior section of this motion pertaining to "conflict", it was
13 learned-five days before trial-that Campbell had not (in the entire two and a half
months prior) received access to the online database of discovery posted by Orange
14
Legal Technologies Inc., paid for by CJA funds dispersed through counsel for
15
codefendant, Tammy Olson, Nick Vieth. (ECF 651 ). Smith's "Second Request for
16 Effective Assistance of Counsel" (ECF 651) is fully incorporated, herein by
17 reference, which provides-by,

and through, sworn declaration and two exhibits-

18 evidence that: neither did Campbell have access to 974,679 documents, including
19 some 460,000+ emails, nor their essential metadata-available solely through
monitored login access-that makes those electronic files reviewable, until just 5
20
days before trial. Moreover, Campbell, himself, verified this to be 100% accurate at
21
an ex parte hearing held on May 14, 2015. The Court erroneously found that

22 Campbell had access to all discovery for almost two months. There can be no doubt
23

that counsel's failure to timely obtain and review all discovery prejudiced Smith,

24

resulting in further ineffective assistance of counsel.

25

21
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Counsel Neglected to Interview Witnesses, Both Government and Defense,
1 Including Smith's Expert Witness:
Smith's witness list was filed on April 23, 2015, almost a month before trial.
2
Counsel thus had ample time to prepare subpoenas, if only to hold on to them, and to
3
interview at least one of the 54 witnesses, between the Government's 21 (ECF 526)
4

and Smith's 33 (ECF 602). However, of these 54 witnesses, Campbell subpoenaed

5 only one, Ms. Bridgeman, who was already represented by counsel from the same
6

office and refused to waive conflict. (ECF 660). Ms. Bridgeman was a material

7 witness for the defense. Also on Smith's witness list, was a CJA court-funded expert,
8
9

a chemist from a local university, Dr. Lori Keeling, who had done extensive testing
and review of the Government's claims and reports and would have offered material
evidence and testimony to challenge the Government's theories and evidence at trial;

10

if not impeach the Government's expe1i. Several of Smith's witnesses would have

11 offered testimony that directly contradicted the Government's theories and evidence.

12 There can be no doubt that counsel's failure to seek out and interview witnesses,
13 prejudiced Smith, amounting to further ineffective assistance of counsel.
14
15

Counsel Neglected to Review and Admit Relevant Evidence:
According to both the Court and Campbell, counsel had two and a half months

16 to review at least some of the voluminous discovery (i.e., 976,679 documents). Smith
17 offered to provide Campbell with a trial notebook with exhibits to counter each and
every Government's Exhibit for use on cross-examination, but Campbell was
18
seemingly uninterested because he had not prepared it himself. Because this is a
19
motion for new trial, it would be imprudent to disclose these exhibits for cross20
examination prematurely. Notwithstanding, it is implausible that out of almost one
21

million documents, and over 460,000 emails, that Campbell could not review and

22

admit one single exhibit for use in Smith's defense at trial. There can be no doubt

23

that counsel's failure to review and admit relevant material evidence, at minimum, in

24

answer to the Government's own exhibits prejudiced Smith and amounted to further
ineffective assistance of counsel.

25

22
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Counsel Neglected to Investigate Ninth Circuit Case Law as to FDCA Felony
1 Misbranding, Resulting in a Failure to Pursue a Lack-of-Specific-Intent
Defense:
2
As detailed in the Motion for Judgement of Acquittal, supra, in order for
3 felony failure-to-register to attach, the Government would have had to prove to the
4

Jury that Smith had knowledge of the misbranding and specific intent to defraud or

5 mislead some party, connected to the failure-to-register. This is consistent with
6

7

United States v. Geborde, 278 F3.d 926 (9th Cir., 2002), "It is not enough for felony
treatment that Geborde evaded the watchful eyes of local or federal authorities [ ... ]
For felony failure to register, Congress additionally required that the failure to

8

register be activated by specific intent [as opposed to general intent] to defraud or

9 mislead. There was no evidence of Geborde's intent in failing to register, assuming
10 he even knew he was required to register." Id.
11

The Ninth Circuit held, similarly, in United States v. Watkins, 278 F.3d 961

12 (9th Cir. 2002), "Felony liability for misbranding requires an additional mens rea
element that is absent from the broader reaching misdemeanor provision." Id., at 964.
13
That is to say, that the act of felony misbranding-in this case, felony failure to
14
register-is not culpable unless the mind is guilty, having both the knowledge and
15 specific intent to defraud or mislead in failing to register.
16

The Tenth Circuit put it even more succinctly in United States v. Mitcheltree,

17 940 F.2d 1329, 1351 (10th Cir. 1991)... "We are unwilling to blur the distinction
18 between the misdemeanor and felony provisions of Sec. 333(a). The felony provision
requires knowledge of the misbranding and proof of specific intent to mislead or
19
defraud connected to the misbranding violation." [Italics and underlining added].
20
Had defense counsel properly investigated the law, or even read Smith's earlier
21
filings on the issue (ECF 298 and 331 ), counsel would have known that the
22

Government's burden at trial would be to prove more than some general, airy-fairy,

23

intent to defraud or mislead, completely disconnected from a failure to register.

24

Moreover, counsel would have known that "materiality" was an essential element of

25

felony misbranding in the Ninth Circuit, pursuant to Watkins, supra, requiring proof
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that Smith's alleged failure to register was done to, in fact, defraud or mislead some
1
party. Counsel's failure to properly investigate relevant case law resulted in a failure
2

to pursue a lack of specific intent defense, prejudicing Smith, amounting to further

3

ineffective assistance of counsel. This failure to properly investigate also resulted in

4

defective jury instructions.

5

Counsel Neglected to Investigate and Pursue Either a Good-Faith or Advice-of6 Counsel Defense When the Prosecution Admitted via Email that, "The ProAdvocate Group" out of Texas had "Ripped-Ofr' Smith, $48,000, in Exchange
7 for Bad Legal Advice:
Attached hereto, and included herein by reference as Attachment 2, is a true
8
and correct email from the prosecutor, AUSA Parisi, to counsel, Matt Campbell.
9
What effectively was an attempt by the prosecution to scare and manipulate defense
1O witnesses from testifying on Smith's behalf-though implying criminal liability,
11

became an admission by the Government that the Pro-Advocate Group had, in fact,

12

"ripped off' Smith and his company, upwards of $48,000-a

13

for, ostensibly, bad legal advice. In other words, the Government essentially admitted

14

sum PGL was charged

that Smith was really a victim, having fallen for bad legal advice resulting in his
prosecution. Counsel neglected to pursue either a good-faith, or advice-of-counsel

15

defense to Smith's prejudice, amounting to further ineffective assistance of counsel.

16

Counsel Neglected to Present Any Defense AT ALL, Resulting in Ineffective
Assistance of Counsel:
18
At least on month before trial, counsel informed the Court, "I could see

17

19

multiple different ways one could go about litigating this case." (ECF 616 at 4 ).
Counsel was appointed by the Court ten days before trial. (ECF 626). Counsel had,

20
21

at that time, the benefit of the defense's witness list, at least some discovery, and
access to an expert who had been with the case for a year (but, who counsel chose not

22

to call or interview). Counsel's defense was essentially, no defense; and yet, defenses

23

were surely available. A trial strategy of 'no strategy', where defenses are available,

24

is NO defense at all, and amounts to ineffective assistance of counsel. Defense

25

counsel interviewed no witnesses, called no witnesses to the stand, and admitted no
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exhibits. The defense counsel's cross-examination was constitutionally ineffective.
Counsel's failure to present any defense at all, significantly prejudiced Smith and

2

amounted to further ineffective assistance of counsel.

3

Counsel Neglected to Present to the Jury, During Closing Argument,
Distinguishable Facts That Would Have Compelled, if Not Required, a Not
Guilty Verdict:
5
As discussed throughout this filing, felony misbranding-in this case felony
6 failure to register, requires knowledge of the failure to register and specific intent to

4

7 defraud or mislead connected to the failure to register, in addition to proof of
8 materiality. See, Geborde, Watkins, and Mitcheltree, supra. Counsel neglected to

9
10

inform the Jury in closing arguments that the Government had completely failed to
prove Smith's knowledge, or specific intent in Smith's alleged failure to register,
requiring an acquittal for felony misbranding on Counts 2-4.

11

12

Similarly, counsel failed to argue the simple fact that Government's Exhibit
108, the only real and actual relevant exhibit to Count 6, did not include either an

13 MSDS or contain any reference to "POL Waste Water" on the original shipper's
14 invoice (i.e., the Stanley Challenge Custom Chemicals invoice), or the Canadian
15 Freightways' invoice, signed by the original shipper, Stanley Nowak of Stanly
Challenge Custom Chemicals. The Government used the MSDS from Government's
16
Exhibit 107 with unrelated invoices in a subtle game of "bait-and-switch" to confuse
17
the Jury; a fact that only counsel familiar enough with the facts of the case, the legal
18
issues, and requirements for fraud, as well as, the actual exhibits, would have been
19 able to catch and point out to the Jury. Counsel's lack of familiarity resulted in the
20

Jury being taken in by the Government's "tomfoolery" and impermissible closing

21

argument-namely,

22

that Smith himself had filled out "false paperwork" (ECF 705 at

96); where no such evidence had been admitted (and did not exist); and, where
Government's Exhibit 108-the only relevant import documents-bore

23
24
25

no evidence

of falsity on behalf of Smith or the shipper. Had counsel pointed out to the Jury the
absence of an accompanying MSDS, or the words "POL Waste Water" on the only
shipper's documents of relevance, i.e., Government's Exhibit 108 (Livingston

25
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International Documents, dated on or about May of201 l), the Jury would have been
compelled, if not required, to acquit on Count 6, for the shipper's documents bore no
falsity and no fraud, therefore, existed.
Finally, had counsel been familiar with the facts, evidence, and case law, he
would have argued to the Jury that the Government failed to prove that the

5 prosecution's theory, i.e., that Smith allegedly created a fictitious website or
6

7

company to obtain Sodium Chlorite from a non-government supplier, did not rise to
the level of a conspiracy to obstruct, defraud, cheat or deceive the government by
dishonest means. Collectively, these omissions (i.e., the failure to argue that the

8
9

Government failed to prove knowledge and specific intent in failing to register
(Counts 2-4 ); no evidence of fraud or proof of materiality as to the importation of

10 Sodium Chlorite between "'on or about May 18, 2011 and on or about June 30, 2011"
11 (Count 6); and, no evidence of a conspiracy between two or more persons; or proof
12 of willful intent to defraud, cheat, deceive-by some dishonest means-the US
Government by creating a website or company to allegedly obtain Sodium Chlorite
13
from a non-government supplier), significantly prejudiced Smith and amounted to
14
ineffective assistance of counsel.
15
Counsel Neglected to Object to Impermissible, False, and Highly Prejudicial
16
Statements by the Government During Closing Rebuttal Arguments:
During closing-rebuttal argument, AUSA Parisi told the Jury that Smith had
17
18

filled out the alleged fraudulent documents, presumably in Count 6. (ECF 705 at 96).
Not only was AUSA Parisi's statement knowingly false, but no evidence was ever

19

20

submitted to even suggest such a thing. This false and misleading, highly prejudicial
statement, was surely material to the Jury's returning of a guilty verdict on Count 6,

21

especially in the absence of any evidence of fraud or falsity in the shipper's

22

document provided to the broker, Livingston International, by the shipper between

23

"on or about May 18, 2011 and on or about June 30, 2011 ". Counsel's failure to

24

object, correct the record, or ask the Court to admonish the Jury, significantly
prejudiced Smith and amounted to further ineffective assistance of counsel.

25
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In addition, the Government asked the Jury in closing argument to, "imagine"
evidence-i.e.,

2

Document 750

a conversation between Smith, Lachnit, and the shipper, Stanley

Challenge to evoke the missing element of intent to defraud in the ordering of

3

Sodium Chlorite from Canada in Count 6-a

fact nowhere in evidence which the

4

Government could not, and did not, otherwise prove. Counsel's failure to object to

5 "imagined" evidence, correct the record, or ask the Com1 to further admonish the
6
7

Jury, significantly prejudiced Smith and amounted to further ineffective assistance of
counsel.

8 Counsel Failed to Move for a Mistrial for Impermissible, Highly Prejudicial
Misconduct by the Government:
9
The parties were prohibited by Order of the Court from introducing any

IO evidence that involved either harm or safety as to the ai1icle of controversy, MMS. In
11 blatant disregard of that order, the Government allowed a key witness from the FDA
to look at the Jury and tell them that the FDA received "several" reports of harm.
12
This limine violation was severe in that it was highly prejudicial, knowingly violated
13
the Court's Order, but also created an unfair trial, in that the defense had been
14 previously denied a pretrial Rule 16 motion for an order directing the Government to

15 produce evidence of results and reports of any scientific tests and experiments in its
16 possession, custody, or control, bearing on the safety of Sodium Chlorite, Acidified
17 Sodium Chlorite, etc., pursuant to Brady and Rule 16. (ECF 392). Based upon
United States v. Woods 57 F.3d 733 (9th Cir. 1995), the government must, in a
18
criminal case, disclose contents of reports bearing on the safety of the substances
19
comprising the article of controversy, if it presents testimony bearing on alleged
20
harm. Id. The Government was allowed to "ring" an impermissible bell that took the
21

defense by surprise and deprived Smith the opportunity to "un-ring" it. Counsel had

22

failed to consult with Smith's expert, Dr. Lori Keeling, or defense witness and

23

attorney, Nancy Lord, MD, or consult any literature including evidence presented by

24

Smith at the October 7, 2014 hearing that the Government was in fact in possession
of safety studies pertaining to Sodium Chlorite, and was thus unprepared to mitigate

25

this gross limine violation by the Government. The Government's violation could not

27
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have been accidental, given this hotly contested issue, pretrial; and, the
Government's own repeated admission, pretrial, that it did not need to admit

2

evidence of harm to prove its case (i.e., ECF 399 at 6-8). Although an objection was

3 made at trial, this limine violation gave rise to a mistrial, and defense counsel's
4

failure to move for a new trial significantly prejudiced Smith by allowing highly

5 prejudicial testimony to taint the Jury without rebuttal, amounting to further
6
7

ineffective assistance of counsel.
The Government also knowingly elicited false testimony from Lachnit
regarding his own mother-in-law, Linda Bridgeman, who Lachnit characterized as

8
9

merely a "janitor" for PGL, when in fact Ms. Bridgeman was much more than a
"janitor"-a

fact that could have been used to impeach Lachnit' s testimony had

10 counsel been able to interview Ms. Bridgeman in the absence of conflict. See, i.e.,
11 Attachment 4, a true correct copy of a customer support email authored by Linda
12 Bridgemanlt is not clear why the Government would allow its limited-immunity
witness to falsely testify to Ms. Bridgeman's involvement and duties at PGL except
13
to lay a record that supports the Court's erroneous finding a week prior that Ms.
14
Bridgeman was not a conflict for Smith as previously established by the FDO on the
15 record.
16

The Government also knowingly elicited false testimony from Lachnit that he

17 was merely a consultant for PGL. In fact, Lachnit and his wife were originally 50%
18 partners in PGL lntemationat and, Lachnit and his wife created the company, having
it formed in the State ofNevada. Lachnit managed all bottling, labeling, and vendor
19
relations. However, because Campbell was unfamiliar with the facts of the case, he
20
could not perform adequate cross-examination and was thus unable to bring forth a
21
proper defense. As discussed above, Smith had no knowledge of a failure to register,
22

and the Government admitted no such evidence, but by eliciting false testimony from

23

Lachnit, i.e., that he was a mere "consultant" when in fact, he was a founding partner

24

and managing shareholder of the company, his duties including managing PGL's

25

relationship with American Nutraceuticals, Inc. (ANI), and its manufacture of the
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MMS (the MMS comprising Counts 2, 3 and 4), and all labeling-compounded

by

1

counsel who could not effectively cross-examine Lachnit-left

2
3

the Jury without a

rebuttal to the Government's unproven theory of Smith's alleged misbranding with
intent to defraud or mislead in ANI's failing to register, placing all culpability on

4 Smith.
5 Moreover, counsel's conflict with Ms. Bridgeman, Lachnit's mother-in-law, resulted
6
7

in a failure to call a material witness for impeachment purposes. Ms. Bridgeman
would have testified as to Lachnit's actual role at PGL, as well as in labeling, as well
as in Ms. Bridgeman's role in customer support, shipping, and office administration,

8
9

effectively impeaching Lachnit's testimony.
Counsel was informed by Smith during trial of all the above issues with Lachnit's

10 testimony, but failed to fully cross-examine him, or call Ms. Bridgeman to the stand,
11 or recall Lachnit, and ultimately, to move the Court based upon a mistrial for the
12
13

Government having knowingly sponsored materially false testimony. This failure
ultimately prejudiced Smith, deprived him of a fair trial, and amounted to further
ineffective assistance of counsel.

14
15 Counsel Failed to Effectively Cross-Examine or Move for a Mistrial, Upon
Learning (During Trial) that Government's Witness, Matthew Darjany, Who
16 was Also a Material Witness to the Defense, Was Testifying Under Significant
Disability:
17
Darjany testified for the Government as to his company's involvement in the
18 shipment of PGL products, including the MMS in Counts 2-5. During the
19 Government's examination ofDarjany, Smith explained to Campbell that Darjany
appeared to be responding to questions in an agitated and confused manner,
20
inconsistent with his regular demeanor. Smith informed Campbell that Darjany had
21
been nearly sleepless for days-unable to adjust to rotating 12-hour work-shifts; as
22
well as, he was taking several prescription medications known to cause cognitive
23

impairment. What Smith would not learn until after the Court had adjourned for the

24

day, is that Darjany immediately sought emergency medical attention following his

25

testimony for severe pain and hearing loss in one ear; caused by recent exposure to

21
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workplace hazards. Only then would Smith come to understand the atypical behavior
1
of Darjany during his testimony, replete with observable deviance from his typical
2
3
4
5
6
7

body language and regular affect. See, i.e., Attachment 5, a true and correct copy of
the declaration submitted shortly after trial by Darjany.
Campbell was informed that Darjany was a material witness to the defense,
appearing also on Smith's witness list nearly a month before trial. Campbell was
informed that Darjany would testify that Smith did not instruct him to put the
"Newbies" pamphlets in with any MMS product-orders, including those bottles of
MMS shipped in Counts 2, 3 and 4, and that when Smith learned that Darjany's

8
9

company was doing so, Smith instructed him to immediately stop. Had Campbell
effectively cross-examined Darjany, the Jury would have learned and understood that

10

Counts 2-4 were effectively the same as Count 5, the Count which the Jury

11

unanimously acquitted on because no "Newbies" books were included in that

12

shipment. Had Darjany or his staff not ever included the booklets, as instructed by

13

Smith, the Jury would likely have acquitted equally on Counts 2-4 as they did on
Count 5.

14
15

Also, had the Jury acquitted on all misbranding Counts 2-5, the Jury would
have been unable to reach or return a guilty verdict as to Count 6-Smuggling,

for

16 having found that the Government did not prove the MMS to have been a drug in
17

Counts 2-5-nor

intended to be sold as a drug on any count-the

Jury would surely

18 NOT have found that the Sodium Chlorite allegedly imported in May of 2011 was a
"bulk drug ingredient" of a "misbranded" drug for the Government's purposes of
19
triggering the "contrary to law" clause in 18 U.S.C. Sec. 545.
20
Counsel may, or may not, have overcome Darjany's disabilities of being
21
heavily medicated, sleep deprived, in severe pain, and unable to hear in one ear, had
22

counsel heeded what Smith communicated during trial, but counsel could not

23

overcome his own lack of investigation and preparation leading to constitutionally

24

ineffective cross-examination of Darjany at trial.

25
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Moreover, counsel's failure to bring Daijany's disabled condition to the

1

attention of either the Jury or the Court through cross-examination, and counsel's

2

failure to move for a mistrial significantly prejudiced Smith, depriving him of an

3 important defense and a fair trial, amounting to further ineffective assistance of
4

counsel.

5

Counsel's Lack of Investigation and Preparation Resulted in Ineffective Cross6 examination-" A Constitutional Error of the First Magnitude" Requiring a
New Trial:
7
Counsel's failure to investigate and prepare for trial resulted in ineffective

8 cross-examination with nearly every witness the Government called. Ineffective

9 cross-examination significantly prejudiced Smith, resulting in an unfair trial and
amounting to further ineffective assistance of counsel.
10
As it pertains to effective cross-examination, the High Court held in United
11
States v. Cronic, 466 US 648 (1974 ), states quote, "No specific showing of prejudice
12 was required in Davis v. Alaska, 415 US 308 (1974) because the petitioner had been
13 'denied the right of effective cross-examination', which "'would be a constitutional
14 error of the first magnitude and no amount of showing of want of prejudice would
15 hear it."' Id., at318 (citing Smith v. Illinois, 390 US 129,131 (1968), and Brookhart
v. Janis, 384 US 1,3 (1966)). [26]."
16
17 B.

Smith's Constitutional Rights Were Denied

18

The Court Denied Smith's Sixth Amendment Right to Effective Assistance of
19 Counsel:
Smith first requested effective assistance of counsel on May 7, 2015. (ECF
20
622). That request is fully incorporated herein, by reference. It details, in declaration,

21 the struggle Smith had with the Court for over 2+ years-i.e.,

how the Court would

22

not consider any form ofhybrid counsel; how the Court would not allow standby

23

counsel to assist Smith in any meaningful manner-almost

24
25

as a punishment for Smith

going prose; how, after two years, Smith became aware of his developing
communications disability that the Court would repeatedly refuse to accommodate
per the American Disabilities Act (amended), as well as, repeatedly deny travel for

(
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urgent medical treatment prescribed by his provider; and how the Court would
1

2

eventually supplant standby counsel, Terry Ryan, whom Smith had grown to trust
over 2+ years, with new counsel of the Court's own preference in contemplation of

3

Smith's full representation (in spite of a clearly pre-established conflict). Smith's

4

declaration (ECF 622) explained how he felt compelled to remain pro se only under

5 such circumstances of conflict, but how he would ultimately need to step down, at
6
7

that time, for medical reasons.
Rather than appointing counsel without conflict, the Court immediately
appointed Campbell, whom the Court previously had as standby counsel, but who

8

clearly had a previously established conflict. Smith had previously asked the Court to

9 reconsider its appointment of Campbell (ECF 538), as well as, asked the FDO to

10 move the Court to withdraw (Attachment 1), but both requests fell upon deaf ears (all
11 previously discussed, supra). Campbell, himself, repeatedly informed the Court that
12
13

there was "no way" that he could be ready to try the case, beginning a month prior to
trial (ECF 616), and, again, five days before trial when Smith filed his "Second
Request for Effective Assistance of Counsel". (ECF 651). Smith's Second Request

14

and its exhibits (ECF 651) is fully incorporated herein, also, by reference. Campbell

15 also filed for a continuance, stating he could not provide effective assistance of
16 counsel for a number of reasons, and due to a lack of (ECF 627). The Court denied
17 Campbell's Motion for a Continuance. Campbell subsequently filed a Motion to
18 Withdraw, stating that, again, he could not provide effective assistance of counsel,
nor could he argue for his own effectiveness without there being a conflict of interest
19
with Smith. (ECF 634 ). Again, the Court denied. Smith subsequently filed a "Third
20
Request for Effective Assistance of Counsel" (Attachment 1). This time, the Court
21 entirely withheld Smith's Request from the docket. Smith's prior "Second Request
22

for Effective Assistance of Counsel" (ECF 651) pointed out that Campbell had not,

23

until five days before trial, been given access to some 974,679 documents, including

24

over 460,000 emails. Campbell, himself, concurred at the ex parte hearing that

25

followed (ECF 656). Smith's "Third Request for Effective Assistance of Counsel"

7--
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(Attachment 1) explained that Campbell had not, as of the first day of trial;
interviewed a single witness, reviewed important discovery, conducted meaningful

2

investigation; or had time to develop, let alone discuss, any significant trial strategy

3

with Smith. In addition, Campbell hadn't proposed any exhibits or interviewed

4

Smith's defense expert, Dr. Lori Keeling (Attachment 1).

5

On May 18, 2015, the Day that Trial Began, Campbell Restated to the Court He
6 was not Prepared to Present a Defense (Transcript, Day 1):
All in all, both Smith and Campbell informed the Court on numerous
7
occasions that there was a problem-i.e., circumstances that barred Campbell from
8 providing effective assistance of counsel. The Court, however, pressured by the
9

Department of Justice to keep with the May 18th trial date per ( so, perhaps, the

1O prosecutor could accept his appointment as new attorney general of Pennsylvania

11
12

following trial) forced Smith to go to trial with ill-prepared counsel, whom had a
clear and obvious conflict from the beginning. The Court, however, blamed Smith,
whom the Court had repeatedly denied travel for urgent medical treatment, forcing

13
14

him to request assistance of counsel in the first place. See, i.e., Attachment 6, a true
and correct copy of Smith's psychological evaluation by Elizabeth Holmes, PNHNP-

15 DC of Bywater Psychiatric of Mt. Vernon, WA. In forcing Smith to trial with counsel
16 whom had conflict and whom admitted not being prepared, the Court denied Smith
17 his Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel. Counsel was
ineffective and Smith was prejudiced thereby for all the reasons described supra.
18
19 The Court Denied Smith's Sixth Amendment Right to Waive Counsel and
Personally Defend at Trial When His Appointed Counsel Failed To Present Any
20 Defense:
At the close of the fourth day of trial, a Thursday, counsel for Smith informed
21
the Court that he expected the defense to rest its case on or about the Wednesday

22
23

following (Transcript, Day 4 ). Throughout the entire trial Campbell moved to have
various witnesses subject to recall. However, on Friday morning, after telling the

24

Court the night before that the defense would not rest until Wednesday, Campbell

25

suddenly and without warning, without calling a single defense witness or recalling

33
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any government witness, announced that the defense would rest. Smith asked for an
1
2

immediate ex parte hearing to object outside the presence of the Jury, but the Court
refused to take up the hearing before calling the Jury back in so Campbell could rest

3 prior to the Jury reentering. Smith objected and told Campbell, audibly enough that it
4

was heard by several witnesses in the gallery, that he must not rest. After the Jury

5

came in, Campbell rested. The Court then dismissed the Jury and called the ex parte

6
7

hearing that Smith had previously requested (Transcript at ECF 714). During the
hearing, Smith addressed the Court stating, among other things, that he objected to
Campbell resting, that witnesses were standing by, and this was by no means

8
9

effective assistance of counsel. The Court took no remedial measures and closing
arguments were scheduled for the following Tuesday (as Monday would be a

10 national holiday).
11
12

13

On the following Tuesday morning (Day six of trial) prior to any closing
arguments, Smith asked Campbell to move the Court to substitute his counsel for
Smith pro se, to reopen evidence and to allow Smith to call witnesses and present his
defense (ECF 705 at 5). Smith, again, had witnesses standing by and was ready to

14

continue without delay; the Court denied.

15 The Court's denial of Smith's request to take up his own defense effectively denied
16 Smith his right to waive counsel (who had opted out of presenting a defense and
17 stated he was not prepared to present a defense) and to personally defend. Smith's
18 request was not untimely as his counsel had not yet presented any defense or called
any witness, and no closing arguments had been made. Smith's request was not made
19
to delay trial, but to immediately take up his own defense where counsel failed to do

20
21

so. The Court denied Smith his right to personally defend.
Moreover, the Court's refusal of Smith's request to proceed prose and present

22

his defense, denied his right to due process, his right to present a defense. The Court's

23

refusal effectively also denied Smith his guaranteed right to call witnesses on his own

24

behalf, to face his accusers (e.g., on recall) and, most importantly, his right to testify

25

on his own behalf.
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Smith had informed Campbell during the trial that he would reserve his right
to testify based upon the defense presented. However, Smith was never given the

2

opportunity to testify, having not been told beforehand that Campbell was going to

3 rest, and having been led to believe by Campbell's words to the Court that the
4

defense would not rest until the following Wednesday. When the Court refused to

5 allow Smith to take up his own defense, the Court denied Smith his right to also
6

7

testify on his own behalf, a right guaranteed by the constitution.
The Court's denial of Smith's right to effective assistance of counsel and
subsequent denial of Smith's right to personally defend, both separately and together,

8
9

ultimately led to Smith's denial of effective cross-examination, his right to present a
defense, his right to call witnesses, and his right to testify in his own defense. The

10 only remedy for such monumental constitutional deprivations is a new trial.
11
12

Moreover, Campbell and the FDO must be removed from Smith's case
forthwith.

13 Smith was Deprived Due Process When the Government Committed
Misconduct at Trial:
14
As discussed under the heading, "Ineffective Assistance of Counsel" in this
15 Motion for New Trial, counsel neglected to move for a mistrial when the
16 Government allowed an FDA agent to prejudice the Jury with impermissible
17 statements regarding harm in a blatant limine violation. This opened the door for
which counsel was not prepared and could not be prepared to defend against and
18
significantly prejudiced Smith.
19
Also discussed above, counsel failed to object or move for mistrial when the
20
prosecution lied to the Jury in closing rebuttal argument stating that Smith had
21

himself, filled out "false paperwork that he sent to his suppliers and the FDA". (ECF

22

705 at 96). Compare with Government's Exhibit 108 and lack of evidence that Smith

23

filled out any false paperwork. No such facts were in evidence.

24

Each of these above acts by the Government denied Smith his constitutionally
guaranteed right to due process and a fair trial. Compounding the above, the

25

Government failed to disclose to the defense that its witness, Chris Olson, was
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promised that he could be relieved from probation early if he testified favorably for
the Government, since he had already been sentenced at the time of trial. This was a

2

clear and blatant Brady violation.

3
4

D.

Conclusion
Between the myriad aspects of ineffective assistance of counsel, explained

5

above, the denial of Smith's constitutionally protected rights, including his right to

6

effective cross-examination, his right to personally defend himself at trial where his

7

counsel failed to do so, his right to present a defense, to call witnesses, and to testify

8

on his own behalf; added to the Government's deprivation of Smith's due process by

9
10

a serious and highly prejudicial limine violation, knowingly eliciting false testimony,
making improper, false and misleading closing arguments, and failing to disclose
offers made to witnesses in exchange for their cooperation, the Court should and

11
12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

must grant this Motion for a New Trial on all counts that it doesn't grant the Motion
for Judgment of Acquittal.
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IV. Declaration
1 It is hereby declared, pursuant to 21 USC, Section 1746 (1) that the contents of the
foregoing are true and correct, as well as, this motion's attachments, under the
2
penalties of perjury to the best of my knowledge and belief.
3
Dated and executed this
day of August, 2015.
4

~

5

~~~pectfully submitted4

~

Louis Daniel Smith, Pfo Se
Clo Spokane County Jail
7 1100 West Mallon A venue
Spokane, WA 99202
8

6

9

Certificate of Service
__..._
/
It is hereby certified that on the ~y
of August, 2015, the foregoing was
10
deposited with the clerk of the Court for filing with the CMIECF system, which will
11 send notification of such filing to the following parties, whom are all CMIECF
participants.
12
13 Timothy T. Finley
14 U.S. Department of Justice
DC Consumer Protection Branch
15 PO Box 386
Washington DC 20044-0386
16 (202) 307-0050
timothy.t.finley@usdoj.gov
17
18

~:
21
22
23
24
25

~~~is

Daniel Sm~

Clo Spokane County Jail
1100 West Mallon Avenue
Spokane, WA 99260

Jeff Niesen
141 1 West Pinehill Road
Spokane, WA99218
(509) 467-8306
jsniessenl@yahoo.com
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Louis Daniel Smith
Clo: 1314 S. Grand Blvd. Ste. 2-128
Spokane, Washington 99202
(509) 590-2188

2
3

4

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF \VASHINGTON

5

)
) NO: CR-13-00014-RMP

6
UNITED STATES OF Al\1ERICA
7

)

Plaintiff

lGtZL~

)
ECLARi\TJON IN
PPORT
) COUNSEL'S MOTION TO

V.

) CONTINUE AND J\:fOTION TO
) WITHDRAV./;AND THIRD
/

LOUIS DANIEL SMITH - 1,
11

) REQUEST FOR EFFECTIVE
) ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL
)

Defendant.

12

·--~------····-·--~--s---•--••••••--

i:i:

p 11
1

1

15

d

~OMES NOW Defendant, LOUIS DANIEL SMITll

I

by and through the /

un ers1gned. to declare the fol1owing:

1

1.

The Sixth Amendment affords all citizens facing crim.inal charges the right 1

16

to effective assistance of counsel.
17
18

Strickland 466 lJ.S. at 686. 104 S.Ct.
.

..

l

!

1

2052.
2.

1t is well

established

Amendment

reqmres

that effective

representation

under the Sixth

19
appropriate

20
presentation.
21

22

3..

Taylor v. State, 262 SW 3d 231,249 (2008).

My counsel at this time has not, to my knowledge, interviewed any
witnesses,

reviewed

rckvant

discoverv..,,

conducted

meaningful
I

investigation. or had any time to develop, let alone discuss with me, any
significant trial stradegy. (ECF Nos. 616, 627, 634, and 65J).

· THIRDREQUEST
FOREFFECTIVE
ASSISTANCE
OFCOUNSEL
-l
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On May 13, 2015, J fiJed a second request for effective assistance of

2

counsel showing evidence that

3

over 976,000 documents and 460,000 emails. (ECF No. 651 ).

4

, Campbell had not obtained access to ,
l

5.
6.

As of today, no exhibits have been proposed and no witnesses intervie\ved.
This case is complex.
the government

7, .

(ECF No. 122). This Cowi is effectively allowing

to take Ine to trial where

I

defense is

effectively no defense!

J

This case involves various chemical substances and turns on whether or not

j

those substances constitute a drug under the FDCA. As of this morning,

I

counsel has not interviewed my comi-appointed
reports and findings.

8.

my counsel's

expert or reviewed her

See email this mom.ing from Dr. Lori Keeling, j

attached hereto and included herein by reference as Exhibit A.

I

Also, this Court was made aware on several occasions, as early as February

I

of 201

/

of a preexisting conflict ,vith the Federal Defenders office. (ECF

Nos. 70, 71, 16 cf 34).
9.

Recently, f\1r. Campbell informed the Court that a particular witness on my
list, Linda Bridgeman, being represented by an attorney in his same office, j
does not waive conflict and refuses to be interviewed by my counsel. (ECF
No. 660).

10.

I personallyconfirmedMs. Bridgeman'snon-waiver of conflict free
counsel on

2015.

email frorn Ms.

23

j

See attached, a true and correct copy of
dated May

201

I

I

is included herein

by reference as Exhibit

24 /
25 JI

11.

Although Mr. Campbell does not seem to

informed Mr. -·- .. ·---~ during,.,_.our verv.,
I THIRDREQUESTFOR
ASSISTANCEOF COUNSEL~2

I
ii

I ain very

that 1

that Ms. Bridgeman

I

I
\
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was a v.ritness in my case and to this he replied, ·'that is entirely possible."

I

21
3
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I

(ECF No. 612).
12.

4

1 also informed this Court of the conflict in a motion to reconsider, which it
denied. (ECF No. 538).

5

13.

6

I also asked the Federal Defenders office over a month ago to withdraw so
1 could exercise my right to conflict free counsel.

J

See attached, a true and ,
!

7

conect copy of the email received by the Federal Defenders

8 li

2015, \Vhich is included herein by reference as Exhibit C.

9

I

14.

12

11

April 15,

l\1r. Campbell rene\ved orally his motion to continue and rnotion to
withdra\v this morning, Mav 18, 2015.

10 J,

11

011

<.,_,,

15.

I

Citing no place in the record, the Court's
Campbell's

13

,,.

recent order denying Mr.

II

motions states, "Although ~Ar. Campbell contends that .Mr.

Smith has been uncooperative and unwilling to work with him, the Court
cannot l~r:e,

]5

I\~:

S,mith to ~lk to his counsel now, next week, or a year

florn nm>v. {El.F No. 638 at.:,}

16 '1

16.

l have rrQt been uncooperative with Mr. Campbell in

way, and as a

matter of fact, though l have never waived my right to conflict free

18

counsel. A true and correct copy of an email from Mr. Campbell regarding

19

the Courts' allegations of uncooperativeness is attached hereto as Exhibit

20

D andincorporated
hereinby reference.

21

I

22

I

_.:,

17.

The Court must grant Mr. Camnbell's
t-

motions

24
25

I THIRDREQUESTFOREFFECTIVE
ASSISTANCE
OFCOUNSEL·
3

Ii
11

I
'

I

No trial can proceed under these circumstances and be presumed to be fair.

\\rithdrmv.

I

I
\

17 '

_7"

1

for continuance

and, I
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It is hereby declared pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746(1) that the contents of the

Iforegoing

2
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are tme and con-ect, under the penalties

perjury to the best of my

Iknowledge;..; and belief~
'1

3

!

4

Dated and executed this __

5

Day of May 2015.

Respectfully submitted,

6
7
l
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9!r

Daniel Srnith
1314 S. Grand Blvd. Ste. 2-128
Spokane, Washington 99202
(509) 590-2188
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OF SERVICE

IT IS HEREBY certified that on the

Day of May, 2015, the foregoing

3
was deposited with the Clerk of the Court for filing ,vith the CM/ECF system, which

4

51win

6 1Ipmi1c1pants.

ChristopherE Parisi
lLS. Department of Justice
Liberty Square Bldg., Rm. 6400
450 Fifth Street
Washington,
(202) 598-2208
christopber. e.parisi(ciJ,usdQj
.g_ov

12 1
]3

14
15 j

l

Roger James
Law Office of
J Peven
1403 \Vest Broadway
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 323-9000
rjpeven@Jgmail.~qm

Timothy T Finley
.S. Department of Justice
DC Consmner Protection Branch

P.O.

386
20044-0386

(202) 307-0050

timothv.Lfinlev(qh:15J!QL_gov

Bevan Jerome Maxey
Maxey
Offices
1835
Broad·way
Spokane, WA 9920 l
(509) 326-0338

16 lj

17

11

18

20

l O North Post Ste. 700
Spokane, \VA 9920 l
(509) 624-7606

matt camp1:le1J(@d.org

1

23
:24

Matthev,;A Campbell

I.

21

22

Nicolas V. Vieth
505 W Riverside. Ste., 200
Spokane, WA 99201
(208) 664-9494

nick@vlethlmN.corn

19

li
'!

Smith
Grand Blvd. Ste. 2-128
Spokane, Washington 99202
(509)
]88
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Daniel Smith <ldsmith70@gmail.com>

Touching bases.
Lori A Keeling <!keeling@whitworth.edu>
To: Daniel Smith <ldsmith70@gmail.com>

Mon, May 18, 2015 at 7:47 AM

Hi Daniel,

Lori
Lori Keeling, Ph.D.
Lecturer, Chemistry Department
Whitworth University
300 West Hawthorne Road

Spokane.WA 99251
.3467

Sent Sunday, May 7,
To: Lori A Keeling
Subject Touching bases.
Hi Dr. Keeling,
Have you been contacted by Matt

week or two?
Thanks,
Daniel Smith

in regardsto testifyingin the next
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Danial Smith <ldsmith70@gmaU.com>

Question •••
Linda Bridgeman <hrnthenw@gmaltcom>
To: DanielSmith <ldsmith70@gmail.com>

Thu, May 14, 2015 at 3:14 PM

Daniel
! have not been contacted as to whether i

or should not ',l'laive

conflict of intQrost in the case against

you; as it relates to the Federal Defenders representingme in testifying before the Grand Jury.
Therefure, to be dear, l have not, nor do I intend to waive a "£!:m!l.£.QLlnlS1ffln:'.
in this matter. ln fact, if ! am called

to testify !n court ! would expect my Attorney,Amy
Kindest Regards,
Linda
(Quoted text hidden]

Rubin
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Danie! Smith <idsmlth70@gmail.com>

Letter to Federal Defenders (Re: 13-CR-14-RMP-1) Requesting Withdrawl as
Counsel for Conflict of Interest
Daniel Smith <ldsmith 70@grnail.com>
To: Matt Campbell <matt_campbel!@fd.org>
Cc: andrea_george@fd.org

Wed, Apr 15, 2015 at 4:01 PM

Cc: Andrea K. George, Executive Director of Federal Defenders of Eastern Washington and Idaho

Dear Mr. Campbell et af,
l am hereby respectfully requesting that you and your office file a motion to withdraw as counsel in this case for

the fo!lowing reasons:
On February24, 2015, Judge Peterson ordered the "appointmentof new CJA counsei to serve in a full
representative capacity or as stand-by counsel ready to represent Mr. Smith at all hearings and at trial should Mr.
Smith be unwi!Hng or unable to continue prose." ECF No. 524. On February 25, 2015, your office was appointed
by Magistrate Judge Rodgers to serve in said capacity and you entered a notice of appearance at ECF No. 528.

!t has since come to my attention that the record in t11iscase clearly indicates that the Federal Defenders of
Eastern Washington have had from the very beginning a previously known conflict which precludes your office
from representing me at any future trial of this case
.. This conflict was first brought to the Court's attention by your office following the Court's February 6, 2013
order appointing the Federal Defenders to represent codefendant Tammy Olson (ECF No. 16). After
having been notlfied of the conflict, the Court entered a subsequent order dated February 8, 2013,
reappointing CJA counsel, Nick Vieth, as counsel
record for Ms. Olson (ECF No. 37) .
on the ... conflict with the Federal
., The Court affirmed the conflict at both
No. 70 (i.e.,
Defender, CJA counsel was appointed to represent [KAR!S DELONG] in this matter.") and ECF No. 71
(i.e., "Based on the ... conrnct with the Federal Defender, CJA counse! was appointed to represent [LOUIS
DANIEL SMiTHJ in this matter.").
" The conflict was additiona!ly raised in open court by your office at my February 27, 2013 hearing before
Magistrate Imbrogno, which ! have obtained an audio recording of.
.. More recently, you stated that both your office and the Court were aware of the conflict but that the Court
has "no problem with it" (!t is not clear how the Court and/or Federal Defenders may enter into an off-therecord agreementto waive my right to counsel without conflict without my consent - and especiallywhere
both the Court and the Federal Defenders have previously acknowledged the conflict on the record.)
" You may recall that ! recently raised thls issue of conflict 1na motion to reconsider at ECF No. 538 at 5,
whichtheJudgepromptly
denied.ECFNos.541-42.Hadthe issuebeenimmediately
raised by your
office as in the beginning, I am confident the outcome would have been different.
Your office, having not heid fast to lts position regarding prevlous!y estabiished conflict, causes me concern as
your potentially represented ciient Your unopposed acceptance of appointment as counsel in contemplation of
my full representation at tria! is a radical departure from not oniy the law of the case but also from the Jong held
standard of representation without conflict, which is Inconsistent with a "commit[ment]to zealous representation of
persons accused of federal crimes" as described on your website (i.e., a commitment to zealous representation
must necessarily imply a commitment to absence of conflict).
As you are aware, this conflict arises under your office having represented my former employee, Linda Bridgman
who has already testified in proceedings
under this matter. Ms. Bridgeman ls also the mother-in-law of
one of the government's key witnesses, Joe Lachnit, wham will be testifyingln this case underan immunity
agreement.Ms. Bridgemanis thus a very potential materialwitness for the defense and may even be a rebuttal
witness for the government lt is unclear how your office could properly investigate her involvement under the
circumstances of having represented her in prior related proceedings and where she mayvery likely re-engage
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your office upon receiving a subpoena to testify from myself or the government. !t ls additionally unclear how she
could be fully questioned on the stand without creating a conflict for either party. Neither ! nor Ms. Bridgeman
have ever waived conflict

It is clear from the record that the Federa1 Defenders have known of this contlict since February of 2013 and,
pursuant to that conflict, have diligently exercised its duty to decline representation of any defendant in the case.
Moreover, Magistrate Judge Rogers' order dated February 25, 2015 at ECF No. 525, appointing the Federal
Defenders of Eastern Washington, appears to depart from Judge Peterson's order at ECF No. 524, which reads in

part

"An ex parte hearing was held in this matter on February 24, 2015, and the Court determined that new CJA
counsel should be appointed in this case either to tuiiy represent Mr. Smith or to serve as stand-by counsel
in the event that Mr. Smith continues to exercise his right to represent himself at trlaL ... This case is
referred to Magistrate Judge John T. Rodgers for appointment of new CJA counsel to serve in a fuil
representative capacity or as stand-by counsel ready to represent Mr. Smith at al! hearings and at trial
should Mr. Smith be unwilling or unable to continue prose."
I realize that your office may accept CJA counsei appointments, but when read in the full light of the record (e.g,,
ECF Nos. 35, 70 and 71 re., "Based on the, .. conflict with the Federal Defender, CJA counsel was appointed to
represent [LOUIS DANIEL SMITHJ in this matterll ld. at 71), it follows that "appointment of new CJA counsel" as
ordered by the Judge Peterson (ECF No. 524) wou!d necessarily preclude appointment of the Federal Defenders,
In addition to the issue of conflict, ! have other misgivings, which I think iie in the back-story of how you came to
be at my February 24, 2015 hearing wherein Judge Peterson intended from the outset to relieve my standby
counsel of two years (Terry Ryan) because, as you shared, she was "not thrilled with Terry Ryan's deciaration"
and that "Judge Peterson wants [you] to handle [my] case." You may reca!l that you referred to my case as "a
problem child" that Judge Peterson wanted to get "on track" and that you are routinely ca!!ed ln to handle such
cases. It is clear from the February 24. 20i 5 transcript that Judge Peterson knew you were present at the hearing
for this purpose.
I am genuinely concerned about these issues because - given Judge Peterson's unrelenting posture regarding
multiple reasonable requests pertaining to urgent medical treatment, l fear that ! wrnnot - indeed cannot - obtain a
fair trial in front of her while i am proceeding pro se, and that she is in fact forcing my hand if not setting me up to
fail, at which either time, standby counsel would necessarily become lead counsel... in your case, !ead counsel
with a conflict.
Knowing that my presiding Judge has essentially hand-picked my counseL knowing also that counsel has a
conflict but doesn't care when she has a whole CJA panel to choose from, the majority of which would not have a
conflict, kind of puts a kibosh on our having a hopeful or candid conversation for the purpose of effecting diligent
investigation, preparation and ultimate presentation of my case.

As a side note, following the February 24, 2015 hearing, someone who had been in the gallery shared with me
that they had overheard your conversation with Roger Pevin. When Mr. Pevin shared that he had a client that
was a codefendant
in this case (my wife) and that the case was "total BS", you were alleged to have responded

11
wlthsomething
to theeffectof "sometimes
theyhaveto makeanexample
outof someone."
Thatllsomeone
in
this case, was me ... the person you knew you were there to represent
This is not to disparage you or your office in any way. l appreciate you and your candor and believe you're very
capable. l reaily would have loved from the beginning to have been able to work with your office. However, a!l
the above having been thoughtfully consldered, and notwithstanding the apparent ex parte communications
between your office and the Court that resulted in an off-the-record agreement to waive my right to counsel
without conflict without my consent, ! hope you can see how any prospective representation of me by you or your
office at any future hearing or trial of this case - should l become "unwilling or unable to continue pro se" (Court's
words) - is simply not feasible.
For the above reasons and without waving any privilege at this time, i am hereby respectfully requesting that you
and your office file an immediate request to withdraw as counseiin thiscase. i havecopiedthe director,Andrea
George,since she appears also on the docket Please kindly notify me immediately of your intentions moving
forward.
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Thank you
Daniel Smith

509.590.2188
509.919.9224 (m)

1

t
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Daniel Smith <ldsmith70@gmail.com>

withdrawal denied
Matt Campbell <Matt_Campbell@fdorg>
To: Daniel Smith <ldsmith70@gmaH com>

Tue, May 12, 2015 at 3:25 PM

Daniel--

What I had said was that you and I had limited contact since i was appointed. To the best of my knowledge, I
have never said you were uncooperative or anything of the kind.
Matt Campbe!i
Federal Defenders of Eastern Washinqton and Idaho
1O North Post, Suite 700
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 624-7606 [ph.J
(509) 7 47-3539 (fax]

From:
To:

Daie:
Subject:

Daniel Smith <ldsmith70@gmail.com>
Matt Campbell <Matl_CampbeH@fd.org>

05/i2/2015 03:!6 PM
Re: withdrawal denied

Thank you.
"Although Mr. Campbel! contends that Mr. Smith has been uncooperative and unwilling to
work with him, the
Court cannot force Mr. Smith to talk to his counsel now, next week, or a
year from now. 11
l don't think yo've contended that at all, have you? If not, please correct the record... ?

Thanks. Daniel

On Tue, May 12, 2015 at 3:07 PM, Matt Campbel! <Matt .. Campbell@fd.org>

Hereis theorder

Matt Campbell
Federal Defenders of Eastern Washington and idaho
1O North Post, Suite 700
Spokane, WA 9920i
(509) 624-7606 [ph.J
(509) 747-3539 [fax]

wrote:
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RE: Offer
Proof/Witnesses
Parisi, Christopher
to:

Matt Carnpbel1
05/13/2015
lfidc Details

thern

Chris

fmm; Matt Campbe!i L!.!l,'..!.l;~_,_1._,_',;.;-.,c-:,;'',c'.'..!=-"''='·'··'""'-"'-'-''f..J
Sent: Wednesday,May 13, 2015
To: Parisi, Christopher E.

Subject: Re: Offer of Proof/Witnesses
Chris,
Thanks. Are you

tr1ateach of the 'N1tnessesbelow have

Matt Campbell
Federal Defenders of Eastern
10 North Post, Suite 700
Spokane, WA 99201
{509) 624- 7606 [ph.]
(509) 747-3539 [fax]

D;-Je

criminal

and

05/i3!20i5 09:04 AM

S1101ect:

Offerof PmofNWnesses

Matt,

l sawthe Courtorderedyou to provrdeanofferof

defendant listed in his filed !!st. As i
mentioned in my motion regarding the witne,,s
there are several individuals who hav£;
criminal
each as you craft your response. Feel free to <:al!me to discuss if you have
wanted to give you the heads up
questions.
Chris
Jeff Jacobsen - Sales rep at Brenntag chemical company that

the dekndant
cornptlny i.1terna! controls in
ernaiis will he introduced betvveen them.

order to obtain sodium chlorite.

1\/lr. Neer also has a criminal

a dentist).

in business)
times. gave the defendant 2dv1Ce on tlow to avokl FDA scrutiny.
for DUI/Making False reports, as well as disclp!irrnry action by the dental board {he was

file:///C:/Uscrs/mcampbell/AppD, i.ta/Local/Temp/notesC7
0

3/201.5
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Stan Nowak - Canadian chernicai
handled

the customs paperwork (that ls

and ~,:1MS
support0r who

sodium ch!orlte to the defendant Nowak
at the d,~fondanfs tPque,;t (and in exchange for $500}.

James Humble - Creator of the !v1MSmov,::,ment ,md author of numerous books and videos

its use as a drug to cure

disease, Humble told the detendant, among other things, to !abe, MMS as water oudficaticm to avoid FDA regu!ations.
Mark Grenon -Wo,ks

with Jim Humble, above

Adam Abraham - Hosts the
at times, advocated for the use of MMS to treat disease. Mr.
Abrnham is a!so on several emails with the
discussing FDA regulatory efforts and the defendant's plans to
counter act those efforts, Abrahilm's
constitutes "iabe!ing" 1.mderthe FDCA
Karls Delong - co-defendant/wife.

rr~presented by Roger Pevert

Jenine Cohoon -· MMS reseiier
tc, her MMS sales. Ema!!

who received at teast one warning letter from the FDA related
FDA

ways to circumvent those efforts.
Larry Smith -defendant's

efforts with the defendant ,'md discussing

father, who author 00 d severa! f/iMS books

MMS as a treatment for disease. Smith also
instructed the defendant at times to hide Karls Debng's invoivenient in the business in case the rnAever sought crimina!
penaities.

Kad and Karia Doh!strom -· paid a substantial sum of money by the defendant to create his "private healthcare membership
association." Put ;;imply, the Doh!stroms are not
who ripped the defendant
and badly. Although they have
disdaimers on their website, they are practicing law without license.

)
' lj''!11.pp,,
f) atwLoca,11
,,
l emptnotesL1
u"'le:!!i, ,'(''.:!'lrJSersnncam.pt1ct
frr

'

"''"'

5/13/2015
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(ima1l - Credit card didn't work
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MMS Miracle <mmsmiracle@gmail.com>

Credit card didn't work
2 messages

MMS Miracle <mmsmiracle@gmail com>
To: Margaret Pederson <mpederson@seaofglass.us>

Mon, Apr 6, 2009 at 5:58 PM

Margaret,
Apparently it does make a difference. i could get the card to work. the decline said: "invalid card Type". Please
fee! free to call back with your new card at the bank>

Blessings,
joe
MMS Miracle
PGL International, LLC
588 349.9428 PST
775.636.
PST
mmsmiracle { dot} com

Margaret Pederson <mpederson@seaofglass.us>

Wed, Apr 8, 2009 at 11:21 AM

To: MMS Miracle <mmsmirac!e@gmaiLcom>
Joe.
I can't get through on either number you provided they are both fu!L
Call me,
Margaet
510-3136-3743 cell
--- On Mon, 4/6/09, MMS Miracle

<1,

0

n

> From: MMS Miracle
> Subject: Credit card didn't work
> To: "Margaret Pederson"

wrote:

us>

> Date: Monday,April 6, 2009, 5 58 PM
> Margaret
>

> .Apparently it does rnake a diffcrfmce I could
the
> card to work. tr1edecline said: "lnvalid card
> Type,;. Please feel free to call back with your new
> card at the bank>
>
> Blessings,

>
> joe
> --

> MMS Miracie

I of2

701/?()J

'i 'i·<;;,,;;PI\A

Gmail - Credit card didn't work
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> PGL International, LLC

> 888.34D

PST

[Quoted text hidden]
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l 7ec&view=pt& ..

MMS Miracle <mmsmirac!e@gmai!.com>

Address Modification
2 messages

MMS Miracle <mmsmiracle@gmail.com>

Fri, May 22, 2009 at 11:19 AM

To:jackbokay@msn.com
Dear John,
Your new .address request was sent to the shipping department. Thanks for getting us that information so
quickly.
We are shipping it to the 426 Summit Ridge Dr N , Lago Vista. TX 78645 address.
Blessings,
Linda

MMS Miracle
PGL International, LLC
88/3.349.9428 PST
T75.636.7423 PST
mmsmiracle { dot } com
JOHN BOKAY <jackbokay@msn.com>
To: mmsmiracle@gmail.com

Fri, May 22, 2009 at 11:47 AM

Thank you

Date: Fri, 22 May 2009 11:19:49 -0700
Subject: Address Modification
From: mrnsmir
To: jackbokay@rnsn.c,xn
[Quoted text hidden]

l of J

7/23/20 l 5 4:4 l PT\/
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PRELIMINARY DECLARAT!ON OF MATIHEW DARJANY

!, Matthew James Darjany, do declare under penalty of perjury, the fo!!owlng:
l am presently employed as a Remelt Department Fireman with Kaiser Aluminum in Spokane Valley.
have been clinically diagnosed with Bipolar rnsorder for 10 years, and require certain medications to
assist in my sieeping and waking, as weH as, to manage the symptoms of my diagnosis.

On or about May 20, 2015, I testified in the trial of USA vs lOU!S DANIEL SMlTH (2:13-CR-00014-RMP).

Preceding my testimony, 1had just come off a 12 hour graveyard shift and had been without sleep for
roughly 36 hours due to a disruption in my sleep pattern caused by rotating shift-schedules and an
intrinsic difficulty sleeping. In addition, ; was on the following medications: Lithium Carbonate, 900 mg,
Mlrtazaplne, 15mg, Zaleplon, 20mg, and HCTZ, 50 mg. I was not asked by anyone, and due to my state of
mind l did not think to inform anyone about, my sleep deprivation and the numerous medications ! was
on at the time of my testimony.

While giving testimony, l was severely

by an extreme pain in my right ear from an on-the-job

injury. lmmediately foHowlng my testimony ! left the courthouse and went to a Providence Medical
Urgent Care Center to be treated for sudden hearing ioss and severe tinnitus. ! believe this condition
plus the above circumstances greatly impacted my testimony and my ability to recall and properly
convey facts and information. For example, when asked about the newbies booklet, and under normal
conditions, ! would have been able to testify that neither PGL, nor Mr. Smith, instructed me to place the
booklet in the outgoing orders constituting counts 2, 3, & 4. !n fact, Mr. Smith told me not to put
pamphlets in any outgoing orders. Given that the jury acquitted on count 5, an order which l correctly
succeeded in following Mr. Smith's instruction by not induding the newbies pamphlet, I believe that my
clear and cogent testlmony under normal condltions could have significantly altered the outcome of the
trial.

In addition to the above, l remember giving testimony on this matter before a grand jury in September
of 2011. During that time,

l was also on several

heavy medications

for my condition.

These medications

includebut arenot limitedto Risperidone,
Sernquel,
andAtivan.Mymedicalrecordsareavailable
from
the VA Hospital in Spokane, WA, as well as Group Health River Pointe.
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3

4

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICTOf WASHINGTON

5
6

)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

) NO: CR.-13-00014-RMP
)
) AFFIDAVITOF ELIZABETHM.

7

Plaintiff,

8
9

10

) HOLMES. PMHNP-BC
)

V.

)
)
)
)

LOUIS DANIEL SMITH - i,

II

Defendant

12

·····-·--------

13
I, Elizabeth M. Holmes. am duly sworn on oath. and do depose, state and wiH

14
testify in the presence of a respondent in a Court of Law. Federal or State, and

15
16

declare as follows:
L

I am over the

of ! 8 and. if called to testify, would testify

17
competently in State or Federal Court to the facts set forth herein.
18
I am licensed in the State of Washington as a Psychiatric-Mental Health

19

Nurse Jlractitioner, Board Certified nationally by the ANCC and as an I

ARNP/RN practitioner in
21
accrcditation/credemials
.....
).

State of Washington where my

hold parity with MD Psychiatrists.

I am empanelled to assess, diagnose, hospitalize, prescribe, render

23
decisional competency and treat in the states of Idaho and Montana as

24
25

weH as Washington with the same degree of medical parity.
AFFIDA VlT OF ELIZABETH M. HOLMES, PMHNP-BC

- l

I hold
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active DEA certification to prescribe all classes of controlled

,,

medical drugs with the exception of Suboxone which is unrelated to my

~

3

patient's case.

4

4.

My office

is located in Mount Vernon Washington

at Bywater

5

Psychiatry Consultation

6

Vernon. Washington. 98273.

7

recent CV is attached hereto and included herein bv reference as

PLLC. at 721 South First Street, Mount

A true and correct copy of my most
~

8

Attachment A.

9

5.

On March 6, 7 and 8. 2015. I conducted an in-depth three-day

10

psychiatric

11

Washington and also conducted

l2

I

competency.

13
14

assessment

of Mr. Louis Daniel

Smith

an evaluation

in Spokane

for decisional

Mr. Smith signed a treatment contract of informed

consent, accepting me as his psychiatric practitioner. identifying him as
11

my patient I found Mr. Smith to

11

decisionally competent but to also

15

suffer PTSD, Panic and Anxiety Disorder with mild Agoraphobia, and

16

Sleep Wake Disorder.

17

6.

Mr. Smith's diagnosis represents a Psychological

Condition, not a

18

Psychiatric HJness in which he suffers from a Psychic/Psychological

19

Injury, which constitutes a treatable disability and not a mental illness.

20

j

7.

21

On the GAF (Global Assessment of Functioning) scale, Mr. Smith's
condition

is classified as serious, constituting

a medical urgency

')')

requiring integrated treatment of one or more therapies in the immediate
23

time frame.

24 I
25

8.

It is my medical

opm10n that Mr. Smith reqmres

I
INTEGRATED CARE: Trophic (Brain Protective
I!\fTlDl\ V!T OF EUZABETH M. HOLMES,Pl'v1HNP-BC- 2

I

immediate

Health Management

/6

!
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strategies), Medication management, CBT anxiety management
')

education. counseling and,

on ascending levels of complexity,

3

Neuroptimal Feedback Training to

4

worsening of his condition. The type of further testing (to include and

5

not limited to: CANS/MCI and MMPI) is needed to further validate

6

symptoms and outcome measurement

7

ft is my recommendation that Mr. Smith undergo these treatments at my

8

office in Mount Vernon Washington and at a satellite clinic in

9

LaConner Washington

10

halt further progression and a

a minimum requisite six weeks beginning the

first of April 2015 where my office has Mr. Smith first scheduled.

II

10.

It is my medical opinion that if Mr. Smith does not follow his treatment

I2

recommendations, his impairing physical and psychological conditions

13

will intensify and worsen.

14

1 l.

15

16

A true and correct copy of my diagnosis, op1mon. and subsequent
treatment recommendations for Mr. Smith is attached hereto and

I

17

included herewith as Attachment B.
12.

As my patient Mr. Smith is entitled to certain national treatment

l8 ,

standards (Mental Health Declaration of Human Rights by the Citizens

19

Commission on Human Rights) which are an ethical standard of care,

20

nationally and in this state including:

21

,,,.,
l
')"
_j

e

Fully equipped

treatment

facilities

and

appropriately

trained

professionals so that competent physical. clinical examinations can
be conducted

14
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this case integrates Trophic Care, CBI,

Self Directed

Anxiety management . Psychotherapy and Neuroptimal Therapy

4

411

5

The right to confer with a practitioner of his choice and have private
Counsel with his psychiatric practitioner

6

®

7

The right to have access to his practitioner and treated with dignity

as a human being

8

•

9

The right to have private counsel with a legal advisor and to take
needed action in order to receive the proper dispensing of treatment

10

in an imegrnted manner

l1
®

l:2

And, as this is a medically emergent case caused by mounting
exigencies of legal proceedings, which conditions trigger and worsen

13

his injury causing exacerbation of symptoms, to receive the education

!4

or training which will mediate this

IS

environment

16
17
18
19
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The right to choose the kind or type of therapy to be employed
(which

3
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11

20
2)

I

11

I
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_Medical CurriculumJlit~e------~----------ELIZABETH
M HOLMES,
PMHNP-BC-ARNP·PSYCHIATRY
(Psychiatric
MentalHealthNursePractitioner-Board
Cer!ified-ARNP-Psychiatry}

BywaterPsychiatric
Consultation,
CEO
721SouthFirstStreet,MountVernon,WA,98273
Currenthomephone:360-333-8356
email:--~h"'""~-

MEDICAL
SPECIAL
TY
AdultPsychiatry/
Psychiatry
ages13throughGeriatricPsychiatric
Population
Assessment,
Diagnoses,
Medication
& Therapeutic
management
(CBT,12-Step)
Activation,BrainBased(Trophic)
HealthandDynamicChange
Therapeutic
Focus:Behavioral

EDUCATION

StateUniversity:
Mastersin Psychiatric
Nursing
Washington
University
of Washington:
BSin Science,Nursing
MEDICALLICENCES

Stateof Washington
ARNPLicense- 2005Active,AP30007i81
Stateof Washington
Registered
NursesLicense- 1967Active,RN41209
AuthorityActive
Stateof MontanaARNPwithPrescriptive
Stateof MontanaRNlicense ActiveNURRNUC

·stateof ldahoARNPLicensewithPrescriptive
Authority
Stateof IdahoRNlicense Active

OTHERCERTIFICATIONS
UnitedStatesDepartment
of JusticeDEACertificafion-2005
Active,MH1XXXXXX
ANCCCertification-2005
Active,Cert#20050073634

ORGANIZATIONS
AAPPN,Washington
APNA,National
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PROFESSIONAL
POSITIONS
BywaterPsychiatric
Consultation,
PLLC,CEO,PrivatePracticeClinic,MountVernon,WA
March2009throughMarch25,2015
Prescriptive
andadmittingprivileges,
PCN(PioneerCenterNorthInpatientSubstance
TreatmentCenter),SedroWooley,Washington,
November
2012throughMarch25,2015
Prescriptive
andadmitting
privilegesat SkagitValleyHospital,MountVernon,WA2008-2015
AssistantinterimMedicalDirector,SkagitValleyHospitalPsychiatric
CareCenter,March2009
throughJune2010
CascadePsychiatric
Services,PLLC,AdultPsychiatric
Clinical& HospitalConsulting
ARNP
Practice,September
2006to March2009

Prescriptive
andadmitting
privileges
atStJoseph'sPeaceHealthHospital,Bellingham,
WA,
2008-2009
Prescriptive
andadmittingprivileges
at UnitedGeneralHospital,Burlington,
WA,2008-2009
PUBLICATIONS

of NursePractitioner
Screening
for Substance
Use
Armstrong,M., Holmes,E. "Frequency
Disorders.''Journalof Addictions
Nursing.TaylorandFrances.Pp.125-129,
Vol 16,#3,
Fall(August}2005
PRESENTATIONS
TheTrophicHealthTreatment
Plan:PosterboardPresentation,AAPNASpringConference,
May11,2012
(Discharging
a patientsafely)PosterboardPresentation,
SafePassage:MorethanExitStrategies
AAPNASpringConference,
May11,2012
SPEAKINGASSIGNMENTS
FeaturedSpeakerfor Pfizerpresenting
GeodonMaythroughJuly2010

STUDENT
MENTORING
•

ADVANCED
PSYCHOSOCIAL
PRACTICUM,
ClinicalMentoring,
University
of
Washington,
September
throughNovember,
November29,2010
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.. ADVANCED
PSYCHOSOCIAL
PRACTICUM,
ClinicalMentoring,SeattleUniversity
ARNPMaster'sDegreeSeptember
2007-June2008
CHRONOLOGICAL
EMPLOYMENT
HISTORY

PCN(Pioneer
CenterNorthInpatientSubstance
Treatment
Center),contracted
Prescriptive
and
admitting
privileges,
20to 30hoursmonthly,SedroWooley,Washington.
November
2012throughSeptember
25,2013CURRENT
BywaterPsychiatric
Consultation,
PLLC,CEO,PrivatePracticeandConsulting
Clinic,
March2009throughSeptember
25,2013CURRENT
Contracted
HospitalPsychiatric
Consultation,
SkagitValley,Hospital,MountVernon,WA:
Prescriptive
andadmitting
privileges,
activeon-call,120to140hoursmonthly,
March2009throughSeptember
25,2013CURRENT
Prescriptive
andadmitting
privilegesat St Joseph'sPeaceHealthHospital,Bellingham,
WA,

2007-2009
Prescriptive
andadmitting
privilegesat UnitedGeneralHospital,Burlington,WA2007-2009

CascadePsychiatric
Services,
PLLC,AdultPsychiatric
Clinical& HospitalConsulting
ARNP
Practice,
September
2006to March2009
MonroeCorrectional
CenterDepartment
of Corrections,
TwinRiversUnit,SpecialOffenders'
Unit,
SOS,Psychiatric
Maximum
SecurityUnit,Washington
StateReformatory,
PerDiememployment
andMedicalNursingPracticewithAdultOffenders,
Monroe,Washington,
April2006throughSeptember
2006
Practicein NeedsAssessment
and
PrairieSt John'sHospital,Fargo,NorthDakota/Nursing
Adolescent
Psychiatry,
January2006throughMarch2006
PugetSoundBehavioral
Health,Tacoma,Washington,
ARNPandNursingPractice,
September
2005throughDecember
2005
PugetSoundBehavioralHealth,Tacoma.Washington,
DualDiagnosis
NursingPractice,
September
2004throughSeptember
2005
PrairieSaintJohn'sHospital,Fargo,NorthDakota,NursingPracticein Chemical
Dependency
and
DualDiagnosis,
May2004throughAugust2004

EasternStateHospital,MedicalLake,Washington,
NursingPracticein
ForensicNursing,AdultPsychiatric
Care,GeriatricPsychiatric
Care,
January1993throughMay2004
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FairchildAir ForceBase,Spokane,
WA,NursingPracticein LaborandDelivery,NewBornNursery
andPostPartumCare,CivilianEmployee,
January1991throughJanuary1993
CONTINUING
EDUCATION
"
"
"
•
"

•
"
..
•
..
.,
•
"
"

"
"
..

..

SoldiersandHorses:Researching
theUseof Horsesin Psychotherapy,
AAPPNFall
Conference,
Seattle,WA,November
22,2014
Behavioral
HealthPrimaryCareIntegration
Services,
AAPPNFallConference,
Seattle,
WA,November
22,2014
Mindfulness
of Breath:OneRoot,ManyBranches,
AAPPNFallConference,
Seattle,
WA,November
22,2014
A Psychophysiological
Approachfor ChronicPhysicalIllness,AAPPNFallConference,
Seattle,WA,November
22,2014
Psychopharmacology
witha Twist:Prescribing
fromallAngles,AAPPNSpring
Conference,Seattle,WA,Aprili 9, 2013
Spectrum
of Autism,AAPPNFallConference
, Seattle,WA,November
30,2012
BeyondBorderline:
DBTFundamentals
AAPPNSpringConference,
Seattle,WA,
May11,2012
Electronic
EarAcupuncture,
15Hourseducation
in earreflexology,
Ears~R~Us,
Portland,
Oregon,2011through2012
LethalTrends:Reducing
the RisksAAPPNSpringConference,
Seattle,WA,
April1, 2011
Pharmacotherapeutics
for ARNP's,#1119,TacomaWA,PLU,February
4, 2011
StudentMentoring
September
throughNovember
2010
ClosingtheGreatDivide:MentalHealthandSubstance
UseDisorders,
AAPPNFallConference,
SeattleWA,October29,2010
ToxicAnger:W. DoyleGentry,PremierPESI,Spokane,
WA,15-October,2010
TheBestAssessment
& Treatment
Strategies
fortheCo-Occurrence
of MentalIllness
Substance
Abuse:L TimScanlon,PremierPESI,Spokane,
WA,
September24,2010
OnDeathandGrieving:DavidKesslerCM!Education
Institute,Seattle,WA,
August2, 2010
Brain-Based
Therapy:JohnR Arden.PremierPESl,Seattle,WA,13August,2010
Dowsing
for Bipolar,SafelyandLegallyPrescribing
Controlled
Substances,
Motivational
Interviewing.
PLU,Tacoma,WA February
2010
TheMultipleFacesof Trauma:Dynamics
of Resiliency
andRecovery,
AAPPNSpringConference,
SeaTac,WA,April9. 2009

"

Sleep:Puttingthe Problems
to Bed,AAPPNFa!!Conference,
6 November
2009

"

Everything
YouWantedto KnowAboutADHD,Neuroscience
Education
Institute,
Seattle,WA,March2009
Neuroscience
Education
InstituteMay2008
Antipsychotic
Treatment
in Pregnancy
andLactation,
Washington
StateNurses
Association
Conference,
November
2007-+

"
"
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• StudentMentoring,
SeattleUniversity,
2007-2008
.. SubstanceAbuse,NationalCenterfor ContinuingEducation,2006
.. Pain-Management,
, National
CenterforContinuing
Education
2006
" Pharmacology
Concepts
for NursePractitioners,
NationalCenterof Continuing
Education,
2006
" Managing
thePsychiatric
Crisis,Lange&Shank,NationalCenterof Continuing

Education,
2006
•

Depression:
Treatingto Remission:
Neuroscience
Education
Institute,
Psychopharrnaco!ogy
Academy,2006

.. Psychosis:
TheNeurobiological
Informed
Treatrnent
of Psychosis.Neuroscience
Education
Institute,Sleep:PuttingtheProblems
to Bed,AAPPNFall
Conference,
6 November
2009
2006
• Psychopharmacology
Academy,
• Anxiety:TheNeurobiological!y
InformedTreatment
of Anxiety,Neuroscience
Education
lnstitute,Pfizer,2006
" Publication,
Journalof Addictions
Nursing,"Frequency
of NursePractitioner
Screening
for Substance
UseDisorders"
Armstrong
& Holmes
11-29-2005,
Education
Institute,Pfizer2006

REFERENCES
Dr.PietroPoletti,MO,Psychiitry
,:hamwopoi1J@msn.r;om

Dr.JeffreyBerger,MD,Psychiatry

J~rnerrnd@§k.~gl_tll'~U~yhospi!fi1Q!ll
SandniCarrier,PMHNP·BC,
ARNP,Psychiatry
scarri1:1rarnp6,:vcomcast.
ne'.

CarlEpp,Ph.D.
l;e1mw9oggQu11seli.n~efiiic::,~~~.i!,gom

Mary

O'Keefe,
PMHNP-BC,
Psychiatry

ShellyScamorough,RN,BS,PsychiatricUnit Mam~ger,
SkcigitValleyHospital
:;sc2.rbrn
o(f1-1skaqitv
f11/eyr1ospitai.
org
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Elizabeth Holmes, ARNP
721 Sou.th 1st Street
Mount Vernon WA 98273
Tel: (360) 708-9741
Fax: (360) 588-4192
IDENTIFICATJON: 1, Elizabeth .M Holmes, Licensed in the State of J,Vashington, to assess, diagnose
and treat. with Physician ~Medicalparity. evaluated lvfr Smith at Spokane 1¥ashingtonfor a three day in2015 and decisional competency evaluation. I
depth p5ychiatrie evaluation over the 6, 7,and gh1d'l1,1arch,
diagnosed Af. Smith with a treatable mental disorder (described below under DIAGNOSES) in the nature
of a neurological and HPA axis if?iury (not mental illnes§) induced by traumatic and persistent s·tress. it
requires medical and psychiatric treatment qfa medically urgent nature. Mr Smith signed treatment
consent at the time of the evaluation and entered into a collaborative treatment contract with mefor the
purpose of initiating medially urgent treatment. The nature of his condition requires that that treatment be
continued within an immediate time fi·ame if deterioration and worsening :.ymptoms of his diagnoses are
to be mediated. This provider is licensed in the State of VVashingwn as a Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse
Practitioner. nationally board certified by the ANCC, and as an ARNP!RN practitioner in the State of
Washington where my accreditation/credentials hold parity with MD Psychiatrists. This provider is
empanelled to assess, diagnose, hospitalize, prescribe, render decisional competency and treat in the states
of Idaho and lvlontana, as well as. 'fVashington·withthe same degree o.lmedical parity This provider hold'i
active DEA certification to prescribe all classes of controlled and medical drugs with the exception of
Suboxone, ·whichis not relative to this case.

DIAGNOSES:
PTSD with aspects ofLAS

PANICAND ANXIETY DL'SORDERWITH AGORAPHOBIA
SLEEP WAKE DISORDER
TREATMENT RECOM"!vlENDATION:
At the very least this patient needs medication management for the autonomic and physiological
effects of P1SD,Sleep Wake Disorder and Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia.
This patient also requires accommodationfor the disabling effects of his diagnosed impairment,
conditions which. by the nature of developing legal events, now include a relationship between
psychological PTSD trauma and "Treatment Restraint."
This patient requires Trophic (Brain Protective Healf h Management strategies). A1edication
management and CBT cmxie(v management education in order to rebuild self managed anxiety

redirection.

On ascending levels ofcomplexity he would ben~litfrom Neuroptimal Feedback Training to
manage Cognitive and Neuronal hyperintensities created by PISD and Trauma.
Last, as his physical and psychological condition have progressed to the point that
his PTSD, Sleep U''akeDisorder and Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia can be defined as a disability (a
specific physical and mental disorder which prevents a person from livlng a normal life or from
pe;:forming a spec{ficfunction) and constiwtes a medical urgenc..1::
this patient no-w requires treatment
and courr accommodations now to haltfitrther progression.
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2:13-cr-00014,RMP
Bywater Psychiatric Consultation
Elizabeth Af Hohnes PlvffJNP-BC ARNP, Psychiatry
Continued

Mr Smith realizes that the best treatment recommendation is to undergo these therapies in the
immediate time frame, under medical supervision, and that delay will only contribute to worsening of
his conditions. This remedy is situated locally in the Aiount Vi:rnonand LaConnor areas <~{Skagit
County: in the State <~frVashing!on. {flvi1:Smith does notfhllff11v the treatment recommendations, his
impairingphysical andp.\ychological conditions will intens{fj,and worsen.
Smith understands that

he ·wouldbenefit.fromaccommodationsand treatmentsavailableat the BywaterClinic in Mount
Vernon,and at InnerWaveCenterfi:n-Neurofeedbacksatellite clinic at Mt. Vernonand at LaConnorin
the County of Skagit. State a/Washington. but he is ·worried that the Court may not let him travel
outside of the Eastern District of Washington Statefhr the requisite six ·weeks required to conduct and
conclude these therapies in the most efjlcienf and ejJective manner. it is my treatmentrecommendation
that l\.1r.Smith case cannot go forward until these treatments is received here in lvfount Vernonand
LaConnm; ft'.11..

Respectful(y,Elizabeth lvf. Hohnes, PMHNP-BC, ARNP, Psychiatry

~/
Theabove claration is true, and sworn, under penalty qfperjury to b.: my my professional Medical Opinion as to my
patient:~ treatment recommendations at Mount Vernon lf:4, on 3-17-2015, in the county qfSkagit in the State of Washington
at 948AM.
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B'flt:4TER PSYCHl4TRJC CONSIJLTATION PLLC
Elizabeth Holmes, ARNP, C'VP
721 SOUTH /i1RST STREET
~JOUNT VERNON, WA 98273
RE: LOUIS DAJ\'!EL SAf!TH
DOB: 03-01-1970
PSYCHIATRIST:
None prior
PSYCHOLOGIST: None prior

CHIEF COl!,JPLAINT: Anxiety. stress, and insomnia with intrusive and disrressing recollections and
hypervigilent physical rcac!ions.
IDENTIFICATION:

1'i1iswe!l-nourishe(i, hea/ihy 45-year-o!d Caucasian nwle prescnfsfhrpsychiatric
assessment. He presents without physical affectations. is oriented, arficulate. interactive, and divulges
spontaneous~v. He is interviewed in his home, which serves as his legal qffice as -well as dmnicile. at his
own request because he is lirnited to the Eastern District of Washington Stale on pretrial home-detention
-with an ankle monitor. He seeks ap5,ychiatric assessment hy cm unbiased psychiatric evaluator outside
of his districtfrJr of~jectivity and mlidation This provider is licensed in the State of WashinJ.;!on as a
Aychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practirioner, nationally hoard certified hy the ANCC. and as an
A RNJ\RN practitioner in the ,.':itateof Washington 1,vhcremy accreditation/credentials hold parily -with
A1D Psychiatrists. This provider is empaneled to assess, diagnose. hospitalize. prescribe. render
decisional conipetenc:v and treat in the .vtates of1Julw and Montana, as well as, FVashington -with the
same degree (?/medical parity. This provider holds- actiFc DEA certl/ication to prescribe all classes of
controlled and medical drugs with !he exception ofSuboxone, which is not relative to this case.

PRE'!:JTENTATJON:
Although comjin·tahle in this setting. Mr. Smith becomes more tense and
uncomfortable, sensitive to environmental stimuli in general. The patient reports that he is ernhroiled in
a stressfi,l litigafion with the government that could result in 3 7 years o/irnprisonmem stemmingfi·om
-when he operated an alternative health product business (2007-2011). He wrote the government to keep
them i1rformedabout his business enterprise (2010): "One qfthe products -wemade availahle was called
1WlvlS.which is readily sold in hoth the US' mu! internationalfy to this chzv.
is S'odium Chlorite in
distilled water; lv"aC!(table salt) plus 02 (the stujt'you breathe) makes NaC/02 (.\'odium Clz!orile), which
has been available in the USjhr 80 plus years und is petjectfy legal to huy. sell, import. export and
possess; used in the meat industry and also hy mm~v municipalities to riw·({Ydrinking water. It is nm a
controlled substance. Our customers used irfor all rnanner of things. including pur[fj:ing water, but in
2013, it received drug status and is now heing used by medicai professionals to treat AJ,5;,and is in thirds/age clinical studies for the treatment o/AIS'. Alzheimer's. Parkinson's. HJV and mony pathogenicafly
related illnesses. We lvanted to be sure we wen: in comp!iani.:e
the lcm and rhe FDA. Rather than
w1s1veringour written conmwnication. !he FDA launched a malicio11s ond sclecrive prosecution in what

has nmv become ajive-_vear struggle

mine and myfcm1ily 's life."

As the interview proceeds he is hypersensitive ro environmental triggers and noises in the near area. He
is ofien restless and remains in movement either 1+ithhis hands orfi.'ef in small unobtrusive 1,vays(rpical
for a compensation known as 'filtering", i.e .. linconscious./£,cus-unchoring behavior typical in
distracting or stres,~ful situations. He is able tofoc11s and articulate in this setting. Converse{v hmvever,
cognitive delays have heen corroborated hy
reports in seltings that represent relationships to
his originally reported trauma. {Jndcr such circumstances. physiological and neurological
hyperintensities slow cognition and normative e.wcutive reasoning and processing-:fimction.

1
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We meet alone in his living room with a supportiw: person in the house, but the interview and its contenr
is privileged and privacy ri:,;;htsare tl\\]JeGted. This is spec~flcal~v a psychiatric evaluation and will
include decisional compete11cy i1.k Smith brings collateral infimnation to this intavicwfor my personal
reviei11. 771ish?fhrmation serves, to my medical perspective, us tangible support and reality-based
referencejhr the trauma and events he describes. which .~ymp!Omscontinue to trigger and intenstfy the
initial 5J1mptoms with increasing regularity. ?his information. including documents and record,
pertaining to his case, define his triggers as realistic in nature rather than personal misintc17;retations or
delusions and assist in the eva!uativ(! assessments.
The patient describes causal events and .,ympioms, 1rhich have escalated since 2010 and resulted in
traumatic. life-threatening ps:whologica! inj w:v in 20 J3. I71csesymptoms have not diminished. Mr.
Smith describes triggers ivhich relate to
initial in/W}' and which are repetitive. These symptoms are
verhalZv, legally and symbolically related to, or reminiscen! <if.'the original traumatic incidents. These
,\ymptoms are physiological in narure, (autonomic reactivity ro rriggers symbolic of,' or reminiscent qf.'
the initial trauma), behavioral (avoidance of pailful stimuli associated with the trauma, or situations
reminiscent of the place and conditions associated with the trauma) and emotional reactions
rhereavement. loss, and anxie(,). His symptoms are suggestive (!{cognitive hlocking (C,'7Jeciallyin
settings or conditions suggestive <~('theinitial rrauma). Triggering conditions encompass 1nany
occupational, home, and le!;al situations. His initial trauma was l(fe-threatening in nature. included
traumatic shuck. and has qffected his attention, retention. and cogni1ivcfimc1ions which may be either
anxiety-horn, or related to neurological hyper intensities that are neurologically entrained at this point
due to repetitive reintroduction to the trauma setting (e.g. interaction with government personnel, legal
and court-related proceedings). These symptoms have become persorw!Zv. socially, and occupationa!z-v
incapacitating; and have a/Jected his ability to re,\pond to court proceedings with a!ucrify.

He describes son1e of his symptoms which present as dislractihility with focus and concentration deficits:
Word-finding delays. anxiety, insonmia. in!rusil'e thoughts. hypervigilance, cognitive slmving and
retention block. Specifically, they arise under stressjid situations or in the presence cf triggers ur
situations similar lo the circwnstances oltraumafic shock. threats. and loss.
HISTORY: The parient is nmv livingjive years into a situation that would not have even existed [/the
silzwtion had been mediated either when the patient recalled his product or when he launched inquiries
to the FDA regarding their position as to his reorguni::ing and marketing his products as a priPa!e
association. In 2013, nearlJ' !11'0 years after his organization had stopped sell
the product and were
no longer engaged in the husim:ss. Mr. Smith and hisfirrni(v ·s home ivas invaded by federal agents who
entered willz holstered handguns, ident{tied Mr. 5'nuth and
w{fi::. cufji~d and arresred them both in
fi'ont (}ltheir. then. eight year-old daughter. "We 1vere arrested and cuffedin our own house infi'ont ol
our duuglzter and Hie had to ask ro ralk to her bejbre they took us away, and I fried to reassure my
daughter and calm her. She said 'rFith a scared quier roice: 'f wouldjust pretend you were going to the
1110Fies,hut I kncn1,·
you are not. · Thankfidzv 1'Vehadji·icnds with ·whom she i1·asfhmiliar because the lead
FDA agent threatened to call CPS, and v,:ould have. had 011rkiends not been available. They hauled us
qff'tojail, sh·ipped-searched us, took our DNA, }weed us to have TB shots. obstructed our access to the
!av.· libra1J1.kept our names ojTfnmare rosters. which made if hardfhrfriends andfi.,11nizvto j1nd us, he!J
usjbr a month before faking us he.fore a magistrate. and would not
us communicate with each other.
It was incredibly demeaning. delwmani:::ing. tcrrU}ing, completely excessive, and total(v unnecessary. "

mg

PATIENT DEBRIE'FAND SYiv/PTO/!if PROGRESSION·
Air. Smith describes a long history of
developing circumstances paralleled wi!h /J.\H'hialric .<(vmptoms of
and increasing uncertainty

ivhich lead up lo and contributesignUlcantlylo

it

severe trawnatic

creating

fi·"}'chological
ir?}ury
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and PTSD in 2013. The patiem ·s description is congruent with situational and collateral information
thatfixes 1hese events ,vithin a rcalisticfiwne of rcfi:rence with his psychiatrit" complaints. Linked
symptoms, developments. and hislorical events are closezr detailed in the historical section following 1he
patient debrief'
The patient symptoms, hypervigilance, physical responses and anxiety hegan in 20 I 0. In historical
revie1v it is obvious that the patient psychiatrically compensated unconsciously 1vith innate coping skills,
,vhi.:.:Ji
enabled him tofunctiun de,\pite incremental sll'ess exposure. which in reiro.\JU!Ct,"stemfrom
forced unwanted interaction 1'Fith the government over the last.five years. " In an accounting of events
that have tram.pired and iosses that have accumulated, these conditions have had a serious impact on
himse(f. hisfamily, l(fe goals and gainful employment. ,\'ignificcmt(v, he reports: "ft ·s a trngedyjbr my
fami(V, especially my. now, ten year-old daughter, Sabrielle. and has impacted my role as a.father,
hushand. provider. and even businessman "
He describes his emotional condition at
time as affecting him hehaviorally. "Everv knock on the
they coming to raid us or arrest us and take us rojail?
door, I have fo worry flits agents ·withguns.
Everything related to this legal encounter creates/E:ar and anxiety. ·whenever the phone rings l 11,·onder,
is it Pretrial Services wanting me to report: did l unlaurwingl.Y do something wrong: eve!)' time I re,fi'csh
Pacer (pacer.gov) tofollcni: my case-] check it all the time
amjustjitll oj'dread ·with each newflling.
which usual(v contain disparagements or misrepresentations- hut each time irfcels like I'm being
punched in !he gut; !feel deep remorse over loss of time withjhmily and being an e,•er-prescnt.father:
I've lost so much sleep. my hair is tun1ing color: ankle bracelet embarrassrnent the public humiliation
and.fear c:fpublic response. and electronic systems in generol, I know if ·s not supposed to but 1 ahw~vs
wonder ifmy bracelet ,Fill trigger the wui-rhufr alarms at grocet~F,Hores and start a pub! ic incident Afr
daughter is worried and anxious about me getting home hy cwfcw so the.v wm1 't take her Dadc{v away
again. No Little girl should have to H'omler that. I can no longer tuck her in at night because the stress
has caused myfamily to have to move away.from our home while 1 work night and day on !he case. 1
keep a box:fcm going and lmv music playing on loop w keep me calm and centered, and my heartfrom
racing I always H'onder what it ,Fould be likP to hare to return to that awji.tl space in/ail and how 1
ivould survive there, or hmt' my daughter would be crushed to he sudden(v lefi -without herfctther again.
She does not kno·wahout the upcoming lrict! and !hat I could vanish.kom her l[fe agaill as a result.···
OF SYllJPTOlHS: Afr. Smith reports reactive symptoms, ivhich have escalated since
2010, and thar impairfimction in personal, social and occupational (rz,ainj,tlemployment) parameters.
lnitiai(v, 1\tfr.Smith experienced ;;ymptomso(anxie(v that escalated lo include shortness cf hreath, racing

PRESENTATION

heart rate and sir eating. which 11:asfirst sifuafional, then harder to control, wnlfinaf Zroccurred
spomaneous£v ivithout ivarning Additionally Jw experiences \;•mplom.','fi·om traumatic events which
accumulated and were .\ystemwicalfy rehzforced, and H'erejina!Zvfollowed by a traumaric invasion
which threatened the lives, sqfety and mental stahility ofhimselfand hisjwni~y, and compromised the
financial solvency, gail?ful employmem, husiness reputation. freedom. and wellheing of not on(v those
immediately dependent upon him, hut clients who depended upon
produt'!S, particularly M~M,S'.
The conrinuing court process as it nmv exists. lack of time to JH·epare trictf.f<)rwha1 li1r. ,'J'mith
describes as ''an um:.,pecred severancefi·on1 co-de/em/ants, pilling him against the interests cf his loved
ones and leaving [him] 1.vithuut the aide olfhrm1.:r co-deJi:nse counsel. and having to suddenly come up
with a totally new trial strategy" in addition lo hi:, inability to idemifj; lucal counsel both immediale(v
available and capahlc qfaggressively taking on his complex case, and the restrictive conditions qfhis
home arrest, compromise his ability to nwunl a rneaningful defense to the existing charges against him.
Thesecollectivecircumstancescontinue to create stress/111
conditions that intermittentlr impair/unction
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when he is over-pressured These conditions continue lop/ace him at risk in his legal situation ofvvhich
he is acutely may result in long term incarceration, su::,pending his role as a.fitther, husband, and
provider.

1Hr.Smith is now vulnerable to triggers, hoth subliminal and scnsorJ',that in situational physical
environments stimulate physiological and neurological re.5ponses with the sarne intensity as the original
traumatic event, Additional(v, :,,ymptoms also include recurring intrusive thoughts and distressing
recollections in his daily activities, 1vhich he mitigates with "white noise" (running a bo.x-:fi.mand
playing low soothing music in the background). S'.vmptoms also include non-restorative sleep and even
disturbing dreams at times, and he has episodes in ,vhiclz he :c,pontaneouslv relives traumatic events
awake or asleep_ T,·if[gers and pressures in the courtroom such as impatience. im.:redulity, belittlement,
or lack (feven-handedncss. interrupt his cognirive processing and thus his abilitv ro e/fcctivezv
communicate, ivhich may resul! in his words or arguments being misstated or misconstrued: at times he
has trouble word-finding and organizing cogent responses, as ·wellas, he experit:nces physical
(autonomic) re,')]JOnses
including stammering, rnomentmy thought-blocking, inability to quickzv process
verbal communicazions. and sudden d1J·-mouth He believes his due process rights are in jeopardy and
that hefaces an imminem potential prison sentence o/3::' years de,,pite
innocence ifhe cannot receive
proper treatment. accommodation and assislance. llis sympioms are triggered by curt or dJsmissive
handling such as in the courtroom environmt'nf where '·talk over "i '·voice over'' can commonly occur
1'FhileIrving to recall and cmwnuniu1te
ur ideas under physical stress. or denial ofsuj]lcieni time to
reflect and respond in a manner that best supports his argument or interests (the latter being an
observation reported bJ· others who have wimessud the d{fferencc hetween hispe1:fcmnance in the
courtroom and his normal. daizv ii/,,). These symptoms numh general responsiveness under pressure.
Afr. Smith's natural coping skills appear to he failing and symptoms which were not present before the
original trauma, now predominate, q/fecf restorative 5'/c,;:pand contribute to day-time sleepiness_ ]\;fr_
Smith ·s symptorns are both accumulative and exacerbated, with the presence of'Pl:'51) as a predominant
condition. He is acutely sensitive to conditions that serve as peri;istent triggers to a physical condition
with neurological consequences capable of inducing decrements lfhealth
In the lasrfive _vears there hare hum marked decreases in social, personal or recreational activities that
were once enjo_vable. He has become estranged and detached socially/i'om many associates and Jhendv.
His affect is more restricted, emotional rallge is restricted, and he is more guarded responding less
spontaneously in social settings than prior to 2010, according iofi'iendv wulfi.imi(v, ivho also say he has
become isolated Mr. S'rnith has ll'ouble perfhrmingfunctional{v in public situations and has become
Agoraphobic. When emergent res7Jonses are e;,..pectedhe.finds himse!fsumctilnes enwtionalZv and
cognitivezr.ti-ozen. He has a sense
ujhreshor1enedfi.1fure as hefaccs charges that could limit his
ji·eedom as a citi:::enwithfi1ll rights cmJ his/1tfurc as afhther. protector, and provider. Hefinds himself
living in the moment, reali::ing that the momc·nts he spends -withhisfmni~v could ve1y well be his last.
Since the accumulative events ofrhe lustffre years, and particularly the traumatic p:,ychic injwy in 2013,
sleep-1rmke disorder, irritability, concentration d(/ficulries, hn;errigilance, and exaggerated startle
response, his distress is clinically significant infe-1miliaL)Jcrsonal, occupational. and social functioning
This distress is reh?fi>rcedby real, uncertain legal outcome, fear of enduring an unfair trial. and a
persistent chance that previous(F C),:periencedtrauma evems may he repeated, as well as. pervasive
exposure to daily PTSD triggers.

TRIGGERS: Afr. Smifh avoids public situations 1vhich have electronic alannsf()rfear his ankle bracelet
will trigger them (even though he knows theJ' should not). Ile is nervous and ashamed lo he in public
should his ankle bracelet he exposed (silting al a table. j<Jre):amplc, where his pam leg may rise above

the ankle monitorfor othersto

Mr. Smith docs notfeel that he has done anythingwrong but that
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others might perceive him as a danp;er or a criminal because cf the monitor; he describes the device as a
"Scarlet Letter. "Conversation associafr!d with ihe trauma, creating hyperl'igilance H'twn ·with his
daughter (protective trigger). acrivities. places or people (hypervigilance) and scnso1y stimuli arouse
trauma responses.
Observers and ,Fitnesses in the courtroom are ahli! to contrast his intc!ll!ctualfimction away.fi·om courr
·with intenniUent cognitive disconnecl in the courfroom and attest that slowing of thoughts, pt{}!Sicul
discomf<>rt.and mental blocks, menwr}' deficits. recall deficiencies. stammering, dry mouth. and loss of'
H'ords detracr.kom his normally organized and well-articulated presentation 7hese observers notice
this ofien happens when he is asked hy the .Judge ''Is this what you are saying?" Mr. Smith reports that:
"W1zenthis happens I sense the Juc(f!;eis attempting to twist the intended meaning of my words to support
a predetermined agenda to issue an adverse ruling against me, something which repeatedly happens with
my pleadings. ,.
SUBSTANCE HISTORY: AUDIT 1VegativeDA.ST 1Vega!i've
PSYCH IA TRJC HJSTOR Y: No diagnoses. no tr(la/ment, no p,c,ychiatric hospiiali:::ations
11j;JED!CATJONS: None
PRIOR PSYCH/A TRJC 1HEDJC4TJONS: None
PHYSICAL HISTORY: Mr. S1nith is a .J5-year-old healthy Caucasian mall' H'ithout apparent physical
affectation. Health assessment is negative/or any physical disorders or ailrnents. Rule out diagnoses,
1,vhichmight relate to neurological, physiological or honnorwl influences, which. ((present, could affect
the diagnoses, are pending and will he addended ro this report. Given his state o(health no aherrancies
are expected hut the tests are ordered and include a blood toxicity screen for general rule-outs.
SOCIAL HISTORY· Born i11 /97() at Tillamook Oregon, to a single parent home and adopted at age c?(l
or 2 YOA. hy two supportive parents (fi:.ahera Pastor·P/7/J/Counselor) and his adoptive mother. ·whom
worked in corporate adminisrration. He attended J( through J2 by
with normal development and
accomplishment o(milestones. He is an accomplished musician who attended some college. but segued
into technical skills (fntcrner. 5,)slems Engineering, Programming). He has been an entrepreneur and
owned several businesses in teclmica! media related enterprises. Ile met his
Karis, a co-defendant
in 2003 and his daughter. was born (?/!hat relationship 5/2 l/2(HJ../.. Together they have raised their
daughter-in-common, as well as, two sonsfi·om his 1vi/t' ·s prior marria}!,e!relationship. They have one
grandsonfi·om his oldest daughter. !fe attributes his growing interest in natural health since :!004 to the
sudden death c?lhis hiological mother whom he ·witnessed heing a victim of medical 1nalpracticewhen
she was "intentionalfy denied" nutrition and liquids to induce rena/failure while she ·was hospitalized,
uninsured and concerned about the cost
mounting medical hills. He sf£1yed helpless at his mother's
bedside for a week in the hm,pita! but discussed nutrition ,vith her doctor in hopes that nutri!ional
support might change her apparent condition. The attending physician was wwhle to oj/er an,v medical
counsel, tellin}!, i\4r. Smith, 'Im a medical doctor. I eat Twinkies and drink Coca Cola: 1 know nothing
ahout nutrition. " Afler his mother's dcarh, Mr. Smilh reports that he left a success/id career in
technology toj(nmd Project Greenlife in 2007 afier hearing ahout a water purification product having a
beneficial impact on Malaria in Afi-fca. Ile has since travelled intemationalzv including Mexico. South
America, and the Dominican Republic seekingji1rfher experiencf! and n:search in natural health, fi;r
related interests, and to expose his youngest daughter to a richer in1ernatimwl educalion and experience.
Other than living the,ltrsf ten years o{his life,in Oregon and six months in Ecuador, his home base has
remained primari(v in the Paciflc Nonh !Fest. speci/lca!ly Si;okane 'fVashington.
1
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1W.ENTAL STATUS EX4ltf: The patient sits comfhrtably in his own home and the Mental Status Exam is
conducted on a separate day (3-08-2015).ti-orn the iniliul evaluation so as to crea!c a non-disrracting
environment for the examination The patient is oriented to time, place, person and event. He knoH'Sthe
pw7JOsc ofthc mental exwninalion is to rule out ncurocognitivejLu.:turs, which may impair mental and
perceptive jimction and psychomotor acuity. The palienl ·., speech is clear, articulate and ,veil-modulated
1-vithouldissonance. Grasp of reali1y is intacl and verbal contenr is reality based He does not present
ivith delusions, paranoia or hallucinations and he recounts historv ·with intact recent and remote
memory, which is congruent with collateral infiJrmants and documents. In jive-minute recall. Mr. Smirh
is able to retain 2 objects out qfthree over afive-minute span He can ,spell W-0-R-L-D accurately both
forwardv and backwards andpet:[i>rmsthree-step directions with accuracJ'. interpretinf!;proverbs
abstractly, ("People living in glass houses should not throw stones'' as "Jw~f!,enot lest ye he judged").
While he is h_-vper-responsive to noises and distraction in the immediate environment he does nut present
H'ith U!lrealisricperceplions and is neither hallucinatory nor p.\yclwtic. Triggers are elirninatedfiwn the
interFinv setting and he docs not rc,,pond with autonomic arousal except when recounting traumatic
events at an earlier part o/fhc interriew on a separate day (03-07-10 I 5). :Vomood swings, aggressive
hehaviors, suicidality or irri!ahilily are noted during the interview. His grwp o{rea/ity is intact, and his
ability to organize, Ferbalize and express himse(lis intacf toda:v Distraction is evident in mathematical
calculations and short-term recall and his score o/2 30 is typical of PTSD and Anxie~v Disorders.
DIAGNOSES:

A)[JS I:

PTS'D with LAS/ Disahili(v Accommodation Deficits
PAN JC AND ANAltTY D!SDRDER WITH AGORAPHOBL4

SLEEP-W:1KE DISORDER

AXl'>II:
AXISill:
AXIS JV:

AXIS V:

Not Applicable
Deferred
Bereavement and Loss
Lack ofconnecrions to LAS/ disahi!i(v uccommodation
Lack of connection to Ps~vchiatric freatment
Lack of Memal Health Counseling
Exposure to trauma and threat to !ffeand H'eflbeing
Family disturbance and impaJrment secondwy to traumatic separation

48

TREATil1ENT RECOMftfl:1V DAT/ON:

1) At the very least this patient need,· medication management.few the autonomic and physiologh'a!
effects ,?f PTSD.
2) This patient also requires accommodationfi:;r the disabling effects of his diagnosed impairing
conditions.
3) This patient rel/Uires Trophic (Brain Protective Health Afanagemenf strategics) and CBTfhr
anxie(JJ managernent and selfmarwged an:defy redirection.
../) On ascending levels r~fcomplexity he would hcnefltfrom 1Vcuroptimal Feedback Training to
manage Cognitive and Neuronal hyper intensities created by P7~S'Dand Trauma.
lllEDICAL OPINION: This parient is 1101 delusional, unduly paranoid or dccisiona!zv incompeten!. Afr.
Smith's condition and diagnose,s repre,\um a P.\ychological Condifion no/ a Psychiarric ll!ness in ivhich
he sujfersfi·om a Psychic/Psychological l111w:yrather than Clinical Mental Illness. He isfidly cognizant

andretainsfidldecisionalcapaci(v~';eeAttachedDecisionolCapacit,v
Evaluation).Hiss~vrnptoms
are
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accumulative and 1natch the development o/'lega! related events contributing to his condition (See
attached Timeline and S'.vmptomDevelopment Assessmenl). Air. SmUh is an intelligent, seemingly
compassionate. and olherwisefunctionalfami(v/businessrnan
impaired by !he physiological eflects ofa
traumatic life-threatening experience beyond his conlrol. He s1{t!ersunremitting triggers in the legal.
business, and social frame of'refercnce,
continue to ajfect his health, cognitive fimction, freedom
o_fmovement, and impair his roles as a husband.father, protector, andprovider in hisfami(v. His
traumatic injuries have created neuronal and limbic scarring which are descrihed as cognitive
hyperintensities. rVithow treatment and accmnmodation. his health his wellbeing, and his legal status as
a citizen ·withfull righrs to due process are at risk. These losses bear significance and the status of a
medical urgency. This patient presents ivirh impairments 11·hichqualifv him as disabled and appropriate
/()!' accommodation under ADAAAA protocols: as vvel! as. jbr counseling. p.,ychiatric management (?f
medication and treatment.
What is significant and appears JO be validated by collateral documents that detail steps taken hy the
prosecution and the Court, and seem to support his perception thar misconduct and/or biased
discrimina/01:v treatment has occurred.
as related 10 the Court 'sji:Jilurc to recognize previous
and private rcquesisf<H' accommoda!ions. consistent denial ancPor misconsrructionolarguments
presented by the patient as a dcfic·miantand the Court's minimi::ation of'his disability and refusal cf
accommodations. such as a continuance -which would allmv him lo seek treatment and accommodations
and also to obtain assistance of the counsel c?fhis choice with sufficient time to help him assimilme
voluminous discovery (millions offile.s). or to conduct research and investigation needed to t:(fective(v
address iv hat is evident{y a high-pndile case. These concerns leave the patient withfeelings of
hopelessness, especially in the wake ofa sudden loss o.fall assistance fi'om paid co-defense counsel due
to the Court's unexpected severance of his and his W{fe·s trials.

My medical opinion of the seriousness oj'Mr. Smith ·s sitllation and the/car that continually triggers his
trauma and influences his sense o(!hreat, is validated hJ' the Court's written implication that he is a
domestic terrorist through the Court's ussertion that C<Mr.
5'milh believes he is a Sovereign Citizen. "
Mr. Smith staunch(y denies this claim and its hnplication significantZv escalates his .s:vmptoms<?{PTSD
and Panic Disorder. l'v1r.Smith protests that he does nm ascribe or support any sovereign citizen theory
or groups, and denies thar he ''hates the governmem" as the prosecutor {lf1parent!y asserts. l>Jr.Smith
tells me that he has e.,.:p/ainedthis to the Court on more than one occasion, but that the Judge insists on
ident[fj,ing him as a "Sovereign C'iti::en" aware that H01neland Secw·tzv has declared ''Sovereign
Citizens., as the highestpriorizv among national threats. He shows me a document that lists ··sovereign
Citizens·· at the top olthe National Watch List, even uhove domestic terrorists, which occupy a lower
place on the list, M1. Smith ·s struggle with not having received open communicationji-·om the
government since 2010 appears to he complicated by his perception that his, and hisJami(F 's, personal
fi·eedom and safety are 110H' at even higher risk for having been erroneously and, perhaps intentionally.
labeled a dmnestic terrorist and given "watch list,, status by Department oj"flomeland 5'ecurity as a
result of the prosecutor ·s and C'ourf ·s allegations. He is concerned that his trial 1ri!l nut he conducted
even-handedfy because a) the Court's prior failure to recognize or accommodate and infact to make
public his disability: b) the Court ·s established pattern ofhias againYt hin1. and c) the prosecution ~sand
Court refi,sal to retract serious
u,;1/inmdedal!egations.fi'om !he public record where they may unduly
prejudice him on appeal He voices a concern that the Court's painting of'him as a Sovereign Citizen
could re,vult in his rights being il?fi'inged under the au~pices o/the Patriot Act at the mere whim of the
Judge or the prosecutor.
It is my 1nedical opinion that. 1vitho11taccommodation and treatment. this patient's physical and

eventually,mental condition will bejiwther compromised
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medical needs constitute a disahilily and presem as a Medical Care and Accommodation Urgem'.}';See
ADAAA protocols; See also "Homeland Securitv Funded Report National Consortium on the Study of
Terrorism and Response to Terrorism '0/imded by the Department (dHomeland Security. July 2014 (a
document retained hy Afr. Smith 1vhich appears ru validate his concern as to the Court's statements):
Sovereign Citi:::en3. 20(1) Top perceived threat above Islamic extremists, Jihadisls and Neo-bia:::is.

AJJDENDUk! ONE-DECISIONA.L

CAPACITY EVA.LlJAT/OlV:

1.

Ctm the patient voice decisional competenc.i,,?
lvfr. Smith is able to voice decisional competency in that he understands the diagnosticfcmmrlaiionfiJr
his condition is Post Traumatic Stress Disorder/with traumatic exposure to a p5:vchic injury resulting
from conditions which threatened his family. home, personal l{fe and safety, and 1rhich created ,,ymptoms
that inter:f'erewith his ahility to eff'eclively communicate under stress. These conditions respond to
thggers, or duplicated conditions reminiscent or svmbolic olthe traumatic injury itself, (/hr example, the
courtroom setting and other legal events). The nature oflegal constraint under which Air. Smith is
subjected increases stress and limits his process of understanding and responding under pressure. This
stress re-triggers symptoms o(his non-apparent disability (PTSD). He understand;' that the traumatic
ir?iury is real and has contributed to additional disorders, specijicalzv Panic Disorder 1vith .Agoraphobia
and Sleep PVakeDisorder, which i!l!ermitfent(v intampf executive decision-making and communication.

Mr. Smith understand\ treatmenr recommendations include Trophic (brain health suppor/) ;'\,fanagemeni,
CBT (cognitive behavioral therapy), and that his condition may require medication treatment and
management. M.r. Smith compctcntlv voices a decision to use recommended treatments as medically
suggested and as necessary.f<;r P'/SD, and related Anxiety and Sleep TVakeDisorders.

2. Can 11.1r.
Smith weigh risks and benefits r~f'treatment n-•ithdecisional capaci(r?
Afr. Smith recogni:::es that his .,ymptmns, combined with limited access to accommodution and treatment,

create an increasing risk and barrier to effective communication under stress. He is aware that lack <?l
treatment and accornmodation will worsen his symptoms andfi1rther m:gativefp qffectfunction and risk
his chances of "a.fair trial".
:5ymptoms described hy the patient include distractibif ity ·with hllermi!tent interruption otfhcus and
concentration. word-finding delays, anxietJ~ insomnia, intrusive thoughts. hypervigilcmce. cognitive
slm,Fing and retention blocks under stress/id situations or in the presence of triggers or situations similar
to the circumstances oltrawnaric shock. threats and loss. The above cognitive delays have been
corroborated by observer reports in selfings such as court that represent relationships 10 !he original
trauma. Under such circumstances, physiological and neurological hypcrintensilics slow cognition and
normative executive and processing.functions.
The risks «(limited accornmodation and resoun.:es, and
discriminatory or unf;1ir treatment in 1Hr.Smith ·s realistic perception, nm on(v ensures that these
symptoms will continue to increase with intumirtentfi·u1uency. b11Iwill severely impair and incapacitate
his ability to exercise executive/imctions wif h alacrity and communicative accuracy.
Mr. Smith realizes the benefit c:lmedicul accommodations per the ADAAA and that p:-.ychia!ric and
medication trcafm1.mt will help mediate his \1mptoms. He is a-ware q(thcir incapacitating eJlecl and
knows that accommodation and pSJ'chiatric treatment ccm help restore and improve his ahili(v to process,
communicate. and respond betrl!r under pressure. He verbalizes understanding <?/the medical rationale
fi,r accommodation and lreatmcnt o/his ,\ymptoms and that !hey will preventfi/.rther decrement of health.
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his condition, ivhilc phannacot(vnamic,

represent physiological and autonomic interventions specijlc to PTSD and anxiety, and are capable of
decreasing .s:vmpioms without p:,ychomotor depression. con/usiun or sedating side-effecfs common to
other anxiety trearments such as henzodiazcpine, amipsychotic. and neuroleptic treatments. He knows

that with accommodation, CBFtrophtc copinp:,cmdhealth strategies

his psychiatric/ medical

management response ,Fill be enhanced and trophic health improved. Afr. 5:mith believes this treatment
plan tvill reduce :,ymptoms and that hi,, non-visible injw:v am be mediated by this treatment plan.
3. Can lrfr. Smith make a plan <?/'caremi ascending level\· t~fcomplexity, which will remedy his

cmulition and provide for treatment?
Mr. Smith understands that these symptoms, rc.rnlting/i·om PTSD and the ongoing stress ({{physical and
legal constraints, i-vhich limit his acccvs 10 treatment, so impair him that his ahili(v lo timely respond
·within currenl or f)pica! fime/i'mnes imposed
Court are severely impacted He reali:::eshis
1
:;) mptoms resemble a syndrome
known as Legal Ahuse 5,)indrome rl.AS). Regardless of the court's
acceptance or rejection of LAS as a cause or diagnosis, Mr. Srnith ri:ali:::esthen the ,;,ymptoms caused b.1r·
his conditions (Panic and Anxictv Disorder with Agoraphobia, PJ:",'Dand Sleep TVake Disorder) are
svj}zcient to cause decision making and communication disahility under high stress/or which he requires
treatment.

4. Is the patient aMe to compose a plan that will meet his neetl'i as rm injured person on ascending
levels of complexity?
On ascending levels <fcomplexity Afr. Smith knows that Re!iejunder the Americans with
DisabWties Accommodations Act. Medical treatment, C'mmseling support, Anxiety managemcnf training
would benefit mediation (dhis symptoms. Afr. Smith isfitrfher mvare that additional modalities are
available that ivould mediate symptoms: a) An initial seren rofourtcen day Anxiety-1nanagemenf training
session of treatrnent could be conducted.fi·om my office located in Afounf Vernon.: b) He is also mvare
that afimr io.flve-weck series of Nna·optimal Feedback (a .w-:lf:directedanxiety redirection treatment)
could be started at a clinic in Alount Vemon, ·washington over cm inilialfi.mrteen Jc~ys.and then
continued in his own home via rental o/thc Neuroptimal Feedhack unit: c) AdditionaJZv,p,,ychO£(}'nwnic
counseling and dynamic therapy ivould help him process and manage his PT,\D and improve anxiery
management and that the CBT training al his provider's clinic in Washin?,ton and continued in his OH'n
home would reduce anxiety sensitivity and PTS'D reactions. which will decrease and relieve symptoms
that are causing such distress. With or without medical treatment, Mr. S'mith requires schedule
adjustments and ample time in which lo ohtain treatment resources.
5. What are the results of thi'i patient's plrms: fltlu:r are carried out?
The patient can expect tharfimction will improve and that symptoms will he reduced The resuli, flthe
above plan is NOTfollowed is tlzm the patient ·s symptoms will comribU!e lo increased distress reqzdring
increased accommodation and cause long-term neurocogni!iw: ifrjury and anJidable impairment.

ADDENDUM TWO-Tlil1ELINE
:-:YMP1'0lii-DEV1ilOPM.EN1' HISTORY: The fhllowing
patient hist01y details the derelopmen! of events and linked symptoms which have developed into a
sign!f'icant degree ,?(Anxiety and Panic Disorder, PT5'D. and related .symptoms which now include
Agoraphobia, as well as. Sleep-related Disorder: Sleep TVake Disturbance. 1i:hich presents sign{ficant
harriers to personal. social, occupational, and commzmicationfimctions.
The patient's compensator_v
sublimation after 5 years lfrepeated exposure to
stirmt!ation has blunted J1r. Smith's awareness
qfsymptoms that led to the present time where ::,trcssorshaFe exceeded threshold-limits and impede
perfhnnance under hi-stress conditions,
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A4r. S'mith possesses an observah!e. high-level <?fintelligence. Hmvever. because of his intelligence and
innate adaptability .. Afr. Smith exhihirs an evident hick o/personal insight relative to the severity <lhis
trauma related symptoms. This is a
common effect obsen•ed and studied among the PTSD
population. Therefore, rhe progression cif'his {Vmptmns have been fcthered to and presented in the
following necessm:v time line to establish, clarifi:, and illustrate the etioloftY and Jevelopment t~fthe
psychic it?iurythat Afr. Smith continues to endure.
The patient reports rhat he H'US surprised ;,Fhen,in August ]010, his third-party fulfillment company
Mai/stream US'A, the company that shipped his product, was raided byj(:deral agents. '' i'Vc never
received any notice. TheJ·just showed up \Fi!how any warrant and ivere therefor three days. impeding
business and imimidating and interrogating employees while creating a 'plant map' and taking hundreds
ofphotos. Because 1 received no cmmnunication prior lo or during this process I asked my hrwyer to
find out what this was about. H'hcn approached by
, the(ederal agents said rhey didn't 'like'
our product MMS and wanted us to do a 'voluntary recall~ which we did within 2-1hours. 1vfailstream
was advised hy their attorney that the FDA did not hare an actual warTcmt and that they should limit
what they handed over to 1he agents. Shortly
, there 1vas a break-in at Alai/stream and on(v their
,.. The patient reports that persistent
computers (very old computers with no street value) were .<,;to/en
anxiety and stress i,:JJmptomsbegan at this poi11t,as he came to learn that rhc break-in 1vasvery ..well
planned as it involved an indirect and hidden entty into theirfclcili(v by: "Cutting a hole in the H'alljiY>m
the adjacent building in the perfect place. ,. Upon historical and \Vmpton1 rcriew it becomes apparent
that under these uncertain situational circumstances he began to behave in a guarded manner.
Emotionally and intellectually he admits thar they represented a breach <?ftrus!. Behaviorally and
physiologically, however. he began to compensate 'With meditation, relaxation techniques and re.focus
just to maintainfimctionality. a/act he did nof admit to himself so rhar he could jimction in beha(f e>{his
family and business.
Short(v thereafter the patient. realizing the seriousness of his situation decided to consult with a legal
advocacy group in Texas who instructed Afr. S,'mith that he had "a constitutional exemp1ionf!'om public
oversight ~{operating in the private domain as a prirate associalion.. " He was given a large binder 1vith
examples of case law and afier rnany plwne consultations. "And much due diligence. we -were counseled
to send a series of'letters to 1he government (FDA) and ask iftht!y had any objection to us marketing our
producls under the.first amendment private association clause. " The patient tells me "/Ve spectficalzy
stated in our communicalions by letter lfwt we intended to do so onlv ifthcv had no objection. We were
counseled 10 give the government a reasonable time to respond hu! to expect no response and that in law,
1er should be equated with
as e.xplained by 01hers similarly situated
we spoke ivith), no m1s1,.1
'no objection.,,. "f,Ve ivere charged $48,000fhr this legal advicefi'om an organization -with a base of
more than 300 memher associations natiomvide, some of'which had similar challenges ,vith the FDA but
were alleviatedhJ'their reorganizationinto a private association." Thepatient also ''sought the advice
ofa second attorney educated in private association law and H'IW gave the same di:,,;clo.rnre." ''A pril'ate
contract between the association a!ld its menzhers, '' the parienr 1tvascounseled, ''would place the private
association and ifs activities out.,ide puhlic regulatorr oversight. so long as rhey are nm obvious(v evil.··
Acceptance <~/private liability under 1hew:legal contracrs o(fered 1Ur.Smith hope in thefctce offinancial
loss, bankruptcy and customer complaint. (Customers prorested because they depended upon the product
·while others were angry with him/i)r the recall or wanted re/itnds.) He again compensated with refiJcus.
using the distraction of'saving his company and means cf supporting hisfami(v and customers-in-need to
movefcJrward, ac.(justand problem-solve. As the Jhltient described thcse events his anxie(v was reflective,
unconscious(v reactive as evidenced by my ohservance (~/'unconscious tenve musculatw·e. distressed
ajfect and subtlephysical variations (suchas. clas1Jedhands. covering hisface •vithhis hands and
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sh[fting positions as he describes his distress). Again
. S'mith compensatedforperiodY
o/slwrlness ol
breath. elevated heart rate with activityfocused on medita!Fvc and physical activi(v to m{justfor
physiological symptoms such as racing though!.\. mental abstrac!ion and prohlem solving which are only
apparent -with carefiil re-examination o/his irife andfheruls who wi!nessed his stress at the time and
were able to communicate their concerns and observations.
He concludes that: "We turned to this prirate association legal model that many other companies before
us had implemented wi!hour any apparent problem because ii offered hope. TrJstay above reproach,
however, and believing that the FDA -would have ajiduci<.tt}'re,,ponsibility ro return our query pertaining
to the lega!iry c~fo11rproposed conduct. we sent them the letters with the purpose of meeting FDA ·s legal
standards under private association. ,,
From a practical standpoint. Mr. Smith felt "reasonabf.v confzdent that attorneysfor a public agency had
at least a moral, if not legal orfiduciw:v. re.sponsihility to a11s-werour incptily regarding cm area <>flaw
they are the experts in and rvhich,.fi'ankly, is too complex for an average person to understand. .From the
experiences q/other associations as reported to us (Precision Herbs. I/20 Air i'VaterAmericas) wefelt it
-was reasonable that Uthe FDA had no legal objection and pn.:sented no such objection, we could
conjldently proceed like the others ht:/()te us. And so, .fully trusting the government, we genuinely
believed that our conduct was pe1.fectl;vlmvfid and we proceeded to at/empt to save our business and
serve our customers bJ' reorgani::ing as a legal priwue association. '' He ivas uncrware ofstress-induced
jymptoms andfhcused on 1vorking onjinancia! recovery flo1H:rer, the patient divulges that ei·ents,
whichfi,llowed in 201 I, created increased do11htand concern and began to challenge him emotionally
and physically. Random pcop!r! were sighteJ on tht:.
when wnji·onled, evaded and ran
awc~v. lhese intrusions were reported to the landlord hut contributed to a sense that "some!hing seemed
ofl '' ''On June 292011 the FDA, jitlly armed and with agents.from all over the counlry, came in like a
flood, simultaneously raided our home, and the fulfillment center, and lhe bouling compan:v· (three
separate locations). They sci::ed product. equipment, records, computers, money, and our banks
accounts, without any H'arning Fear and confi,sion escalur:ed out of the government sei::ures, fo1:feiture
proceedings, plea (~ffers obsemfi_mna! charges hased on threats that would never materiali::e. ·· The
patient reports "shuck that the 1-varrants secured by the lead-FDA agent showed deliberate decepfion hJ'
the Government. " "We did no! have a clue what was going on until much later when we learned that
jederal agents had put warranties.,· GPS devices on our cars; that they'd come onfo our property and
taken photographs facing our windows: or that thcJ' 'd been digging through our garbage. ?here were
photographs that ·would eventually turn up in discm'Cl)', cxhibirs taken.fiwn our garbage cans, and
surveillance .\preadsheets ofGPS-coordinates.
TVehad no idea that we -were being violated in this 1W(\.'. ''
The patient did not seem to he aware q/his tight and clenched lips and teeth or attcmprs to control fine

tremor as he reports these events to me but !he imensity cf these events were obvious as he concluded
recall (?lthese ev,mts: "Rather than answering our inyuiry, the FDA appeared to have launched into a
clandestine 'hwestigation · that lasted almost a year. " /'Velater learned that FDA agents had become
association memhers underfictitious name.'>'
to condlli.:t what they called "controiled huys ·· (as [lwe were
elicil drug dealers), eren though they'd signed private men1her comracls saying that they were not public
agents, that 1hey did not represent the govemmenr or a government investigation, and rhat they intended
to use Prc?jcct Grecnlifc: 's products solelyfbr private and personal use. A4ureovcr, the FDA didn't
infbrm us olany objection when thev made those buys. " Afr. S'mith stzvs he sent letters to the FDA based
upon a good.faith understanding <?1U.S. 5,'uprcmc Court case law and the paid counsel ofmhers. He now
believes that his letters ivere nor only intentional~v disregardell, but: "Used to lau!lch ,1:hatappeared lo
be an investigation maliciously targeting our association to make an example (~(us, " which 11,,·ould

ultimate~v
hann his husiness.family and enzployees.
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rVhen asked, A1r. Smith is confi1sed as to whether he
infi.u:t. being made an example of or selected out
ofretaliation.frjr some mtionale of which he may he 1mairare. He describes a reaction of palpable
betra.val. grief cmd loss, evident in shock io his ernotionaf and physical states. Jhcsc losses hacl, by this
point begun 10 q/fect behavior. sleep. and/unction Physically. he now experienced heightened iiymptoms.
hJpervigilance (over reactive stari/ing tn the presence (?(seen and unseen visual and auditory triggers
1vhich heightened his anxiety. fear and distrust). He hegan lo check his car and homej(>r GPS devices
and ''surveillance bugs. " He paid a!U!ntion to anyone y,,:fthinhL, immediate surrounding,s that seemed
unfamiliar. He hecame over:locused on sound'i in his immediate area and startled easizv andfrequently
He says he never knew whether there would be further intrusive invasions e.Yacted against him. Because
he realized.fatigue threatened his sleep and r!!slorative rcquirements he struggled harder to compensate
.fiJr stress induced hy these invasive actions. fnitialzr, Mr Smith denied any symptoms ofautonomic
arousal (ypical offlight andfight symptoms typical in situations olex;wsure ofrisk and threat to f[/e and
Sl{lety; he admits that his behaviors hegan to change. Mr. Smith began to scan his environment/hr signs
cf intrusion and surveillance and had ceased to trust that arzrsocial or private situation might be
consistently saji,. As f review \J'mpfoms o/l)pica! p!~ysicol responses to unexpected risk. intrusion and
endangerment, he relucfan!(v admits to behaviors and symptoms
a111012omicarousal. which validate
physical cues o/Anxiety Disorder. Anxiezv. that
hecome hard 10 control, limits personal coping,
intet:feres 'With social and occupationalfimction
increases with stress. producing autonomic
::,:vmptoms(~/flight orfight when exposed to idcntif1ahle situational envrronmems or coping challenges.
As time passed, symptoms diminished, someirhat.
In 2(}]2, Mr. Smith -would attempt to have his property returned through civil court proceedings. In
response, he was told the government was still attempting lo indict him. but they needed more time to
read his emails that they had obtainedji·om Google and
this as a reason lo the Judsz:ero retain his
prnperty. Afr. Smith resporukd with multiple requests to testif.i· on his own behalf before any grandjW:)l,
all o(·which were denied. in August 2013. nearZv t·woyears afier
business was shut down and he had
stopped selling Mltf,5, his home -was again invaded hyjcderal agents who entered with holstered hand
guns. ident[fied Afr. Smith and his wife, and cuffed und arre.wed them infi'ont o.ftheir 8-year-old
daughter and rook !hem awcw Only because o.fthe availahili~v offriend'i was their daughter placed in
familiar custody, withoul CPS intervenrion Immediatelyj,1llmving, a press release was hroadcasted
throughout ihe Internet by !he Department o/Justice Jescrihing Mr. Smith and his vl'ifeas ''snake oil
salesmen who peddled dangerous chemicals as a miracle cure. " Mr. Smith now remains on home arrest
and wears an ankle monitor with strict curfeivparameters awaiting trial on charges s!emmingfrom his
organization ·s sale o(an ap_parcnr(v still ubiquitous product nearzvfire years ago, for which he inquired
no rc:,ponse andf;Jr which he believed his
of the FDA jirst i(they had any objection and he
conduct to be legal havinf!, co11suiled with many others doing the smne. In 20 I 3,
c'-i'mithwould learn
that the prosecutor had adrni!ted to his
's attorney that he "kne11·she 1vas not as culpable and it was
really Ivfr. 5'mith he was after." This infonnationfr.Jrt~/les
Mr. Srnitlz·s belidthat he and his codejendanls are victims l~fa malicious prosecution and that his
and others were "mere pavvns being
used by the prosecutor to sow division in cm effort to extract pleas under duress and to deprive me (~{
essential witnesses at 111}'trial. ''
In the wake ()fthese events Mr. 5'milh descrihesfeeling rnisled. impotent. and overwhelmed. vulnerable.
and outragcd by the goremmenf ·s conduct and his difficulty in obtaining.fair and unhiased treatment by
the Court. Reciting a legal precedent he
·'Silence can m1zv
he equated withfi·aud where an
inquir,vleft unanswered would be intentionally misleading. ·· "So whv didn't t/Jeyjusf tell me they had a
problem if they had one? l 1-vasasking! / ivasn 't hiding ml)'thing! J sought permission. Ifrhey objected,
why didn 'f they say so? They knew exactly what 1re were doing because we rold them. There was no
need to 'investigate' anything. 1/'ihey were really concerned thaf the product we were selling was
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harming people, why did they let us continue selling iff<,r a year allotving us to believe they had no
ol~jection? And 1,vhyure there still so mam: distributors, loday--)1ve .vears later. selling the same product
if it's really illegal? And (fit's rea!!y so harm/iii. why are they lWH' using it to treat ALS: Hn: M5'.
Parkinson's, and Alzheimer's?.,
A.DDENDl!il111JREE--PA
11ENT DEBRIEF ADDENDUllJ: Air. Smith perceives court actions and
the Judge ·s responses as biased rowards the prosecution, punitive and non-accommodating lo his desire
to mount his own defense, He has come to perceive the prosecution as sdective and vindictive and
believes that the history and docket supports these 1..:onclusions.
,rhich. in his opinion, shows a systematic
denial cf due process, and denial ofdiscove1y, witnesses, and evidence inji1vor of the defense. This
complaint appears valid since his lcllers lO the f1)A and considerable e>.penseand etJim e.l,pendedin an
attempt to compfv and pojhrm in a law-ahiding manner -wentimenlional!y unans,rercd He has
difficulty accessing higher executivefimction when in the presence ofrrigf!,ers and court situations in
which appropriate accommodationfbr his injury und disahilitv is 11·wn.mted which !judge 10 be P7~'5D
resultantfi·om repeated and sustained traumatic legal encounters. and which l would determine to be a
/,egal Ahuse 5,)mdrome aspect o(PJ;r;,,,·D.
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